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It is an old story, yet new every time.
On a mild day in May, Dean Veltman ’50
and Mary Coffey ’51 Veltman take time to
reacquaint themselves with their alma
mater.
Dean’s career as a Navy chaplain—he
retired a captain—took him around the
world. He was serving aboard the USS
Yorktown when the ship recovered Apollo
8 from the Pacific Ocean following the
manned spacecraft’s orbit of the moon in
December of 1968.
Today, the couple’s travels have led from
Penney Farms, Fla., to Holland, Mich.
With hundreds of others, generations of
alumni attending reunions for every fifth
class from 1940 through 1980, they are
revisiting familiar campus landmarks and
getting to know some new ones, past and
present merged with place.
Please see pages five-10 for more images from the weekend.
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Campus Notes

From Pull to Push
Is this how such things
begin?
Was it on something of a lark, not
mindful of posterity, that a few students at
Hope hauled out a rope some 107 years
ago and had a tug-of-war? The rest of the
story in that case, of course, is that the
freshman-sophomore Pull is now one of
the college’s best known and most venerable traditions.
Only time will tell if the “Push” has the
same legs.
Or, maybe it should be “wheels.”
The aptly named “Push” is a shopping
cart race. Small teams of students decorate themselves and their conveyances to
their taste—the more outlandishly the
better, usually working with a theme—
and run and roll for all they’re worth
around an ovaloid course through the
central campus, one a passenger and the
rest providing the motive power. Three
laps instead of three hours, and it’s over.
The event is held each year during the
afternoon of “Spring Fling.” “Spring

Fling” was formerly May Day, and is held
on the last day of spring semester classes
before final exams (the renaming was a
nod some years ago to the reality that
today’s academic calendar usually puts it
in April). The afternoon includes a picnic
on Van Raalte Commons and entertainment including live music, activities like a
giant inflatable slide and an outdoor film.
The “Push” started about four years ago
as an independent complement to the
afternoon’s festivities, but now is a formal
part of the whole.
This year, the Office of Student
Activities provided a trophy—a miniature, chrome-plated shopping cart.
Hundreds of students lined up near the
start-finish line to watch.
Records on the early Pull are hard to
come by, the winners and losers of those
first years lost to history. So, here for the
record is information about the outcome
of this year’s “Push”: “Team Trebek” won
out of a field of seven entries. The
winning crew consisted of Jon Currey ’05
of Fowlerville, Mich.; Greg McBride ’05 of
Ithaca, Mich.; Ross Nave ’06 of
Kalamazoo, Mich.; and Ben Walker ’08 of

“Quote, unquote”
Quote, unquote is an
eclectic sampling of things
said at and about Hope
College.
The following column is reprinted from the fall
issue of the Department of Kinesiology newsletter,
Moving, and was written by Dr. R. Richard Ray
Jr., professor of kinesiology, athletic trainer and
chairperson of the department. In reflecting on
how “learning by doing” and classroom experiences blend in his department specifically, his
message describes an emphasis that is central to
Hope’s academic program in general.
“Do you remember the last time you
installed a software program on your computer? Chances are that you slipped the CD into
your machine, let the installation wizard do its
thing, and then you started playing with the
program until you had it figured out. Oh, you
may have looked in the manual a time or two
when you were stumped, but for the most
part you mastered the software using a combination of your past experiences with similar
tools and the knowledge you gained as you
experimented with your new purchase.
“Learning at Hope College isn’t much different. In the Department of Kinesiology the
faculty places a high degree of importance on
the value of learning by doing. In fact, each
of our major programs has a required experiential component designed to force students
to apply their classroom learning in real-life
settings. Physical education students are
assigned to placements in K-12 schools as
early as their sophomore year. By the time
they reach the experience that all other colleges require of their students—student
teaching—they are veterans of the school
environment. Many PE students go beyond
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the typical field placement and student teaching experiences as well. For example, several
students are working with Professors Mark
Northuis and Steven Smith in their youth
obesity intervention project. They are
gaining valuable know-how by effectively
interacting with the kinds of children they’ll
be responsible for helping after graduation.
“Exercise science students also learn by
doing. Each is required to participate in
either a semester-long internship in a community agency or as a partner with a faculty
member in a research project. Exercise
science majors can be found working with
professionals in a variety of health care agencies, fitness centers, and worksite wellness
facilities all around Holland and throughout
the West Michigan region.
“Athletic training students learn by doing
in three ways. Each of our 21 students is
supervised in a 1,200-hour clinical experience
by one or more of our certified athletic trainers as they provide injury prevention,
management, and rehabilitation services to
Hope’s 500-plus student-athletes. AT students also rotate through three required
off-campus clinical experiences—in a local
high school, physician’s office, and sports
medicine clinic. Finally, students participate
in meaningful summer internships at such
places as the Denver Broncos, Detroit Shock,
and the University of Notre Dame.
“Learning by doing should never take the
place of the traditional classroom experience,
of course. Our students are well grounded in
the theory they’ll need to make critical decisions once they are out in the ‘real world.’
And this part of the program is delivered in
the traditional classroom setting. Our goal,
however, is to make the world ‘real’ for our
students as early as possible, and by doing so,
to give them the tools they’ll need to succeed
in a world that never stops moving.”

A shopping-cart race with an emphasis on unusual themes, the “Push” fits well with
“Spring Fling,” a chance for students to blow off steam before finals.
Okemos, Mich.
“Spring Fling” is about relaxing a bit
before the intensity of finals week. Junior
Caleb Walcott of Brookfield, Wis., a member
of the “Ghostbusters” team, summed up the

spirit of the “Push” this way: “This is what
college is about. Sure, there are classes and
academics. But dressing up in dumb costumes and running around, that’s the
college experience.”
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In our main photo, Dean Veltman ’50 and Mary Coffey ’51 Veltman consider Van Vleck Hall,
Hope’s oldest building (1858) as they visit the campus during Alumni Day, Saturday, May 7.
At top center is Jennifer Vander Meer ’07 of Holland, Mich., who for a second consecutive
year placed second nationally in pole vault during the NCAA Division III track and field
championships.
At top right, a few members of the largest graduating class in Hope history take time to capture
the moment.
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Campus Notes

Historian wins H.O.P.E. Award
Dr. Fred L. Johnson III
Mark DeWitt ’87

Brian Dykstra ’98

ADVANCEMENT ADDITIONS: Two
alumni have returned to Hope as members
of the college’s Advancement staff.
Mark DeWitt ’87 has become director of
corporate and foundation relations, and
Brian Dykstra ’98 has been named director
of the college’s annual Hope Fund.
DeWitt began his work at the college in
March, and focuses on the college’s efforts
with corporations and foundations that
support higher education.
He was previously an account representative with Thomson Learning. Since 2002,
he has also been an adjunct member of the
business faculty at Grand Rapids
Community College, teaching marketing,
business ethics, selling and retailing courses.
Dykstra assumed his new responsibilities in April. He was previously a financial
advisor with Family Capital Management.
The Hope Fund solicits ongoing, unrestricted financial support from alumni,
corporations, churches, parents and friends
for operations and programs at the college.
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP: Jill Pinter
’05 of Belleville, Mich., has received a
Graduate Research Fellowship from the
National Science Foundation (NSF).
She received one of only 54 fellowships
in chemistry nationwide, out of a total of
1,020 fellowships awarded to students pursuing doctorates in a variety of disciplines in
the sciences.
Fields of study supported by the fellowships include chemistry, computer science,
engineering, the geosciences, the life sciences, the mathematical sciences, physics
and astronomy, psychology and the social
sciences. The fellowships are for up to three
years, and pay $40,500 annually, including a
$30,000 stipend and $10,500 cost of education award.
Pinter majored in chemistry and physics.
She plans to pursue a doctorate in chemical
physics, conducting research in nuclear
chemistry, at Michigan State University.
TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS: Six graduating seniors or recent graduates will spend
next year abroad through teaching fellowships, including two through the Fulbright
U.S. Student Program sponsored by the U.S.
Department of State.
Kelly Nelson ’05 of Rockford, Mich., and
Katherine Seifert ’05 of Plymouth each
received Fulbright awards to spend 2005-06
working as teaching assistants in Germany.
Katherine Barr ’05 of Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Andrew Mercer ’05 of Barrington, Ill.;
and Octavia Reese ’05 of Detroit, Mich.,
have all received fellowships from the
French government to spend the year teaching in France.
Amanda Boboltz ’04 of Chicago, Ill., has
received a fellowship from the Austrian
government to spend the year teaching in
Austria.
It is the second year in a row that multiple Hope students have received such
fellowships.
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of the history faculty
was presented the 41st
annual “Hope
Outstanding Professor
Educator” (H.O.P.E.)
Award by the graduating
Class of 2005.
He was named the recipient during
Commencement on Sunday, May 8.
The award, first given in 1965, is presented by the graduating class to the
professor who they feel epitomizes the
best qualities of the Hope College educator.
An assistant professor of history, Dr.
Johnson joined the Hope faculty in the fall
of 2000. His primary field is 19th century
U.S. history, specifically the Confederacy
during the Civil War. His other areas of
study include the U.S. in the 20th century,
the U.S. military and Africa.
The “Hope Outstanding Professor
Educator” Award is the second major
campus honor that Dr. Johnson has
received from the college’s students.
During Homecoming in October of 2002,
the student body elected him recipient of
the “Favorite Faculty/Staff Member”
Award.
He delivered the college’s Commencement address in May of 2003. In January
of this year, he was among the faculty who
made presentations during the college’s
annual Winter Happening, discussing
“Eagle on the Continent: U.S. Foreign
Policy in Africa, 1945 to Present.”
Dr. Johnson is the author of two critically-acclaimed novels, A Man Finds His
Way, published early in 2003, and
Bittersweet, published early in 2002. A
third novel, “Other Men’s Wives,” was
published at the end of May.
He has been working with Dr. David
Schock of the Hope communication
faculty for three years to create a documentary that examines the history of the
Ku Klux Klan in Michigan. The first
segment, which focuses on the
Reconstruction era, premiered on campus
PSYCH RECOGNITION: Ben Norris ’05
of Zeeland, Mich., received a “Psi Chi
Regional Research Award” in May at the
annual meeting of the Midwestern
Psychological Association, during which he
and five other Hope students made presentations concerning their research projects.
The event was held in Chicago, Ill., on
Thursday-Saturday, May 5-7.
It was the second year in a row that
Norris received one of the Regional
Research Awards, and the seventh consecutive year that at least one Hope psychology
student has been honored. Each year,
approximately 230 undergraduates compete
for 16 of the awards.
Norris was recognized for his work on
the project “Hemisphere Differences in
Processing Emotion on a Verbal-Matching
Task,” which he conducted with Dr.
Thomas Ludwig of the psychology faculty,

Historian Dr. Fred Johnson, center, winner of this year’s H.O.P.E. Award, was
praised by presenter and Mortar Board president Jonathan Paulus ’05 (left) as
a demanding professor who is passionate about his discipline and his students.
At right is Timothy Fry ‘05, 2004-05 president of Student Congress.
in October in conjunction with the national 24th Biennial Conference of the
Conference on Faith and History. Dr.
Johnson was the conference’s local
arrangements chair.
Dr. Johnson is currently revising his
doctoral dissertation for publication.
Titled “The Tracks of War: Confederate
Rail Policy and the Struggle for the
Baltimore & Ohio,” the work is a case
study of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
during the Civil War to determine
whether or not, or to what extent, the
Confederate government had a definitive
strategy against it and other United States
railroads. He has also been conducting
research for “Eagle on the Continent: U.S.
Foreign Policy in Africa, 1945-Present,”
part of which included his attending the
War Crimes Tribunal in Arusha, Tanzania,
where alleged perpetrators of the 1994
Rwandan genocide are currently standing
trial. Johnson is also interested in writing
definitive biographies on Henry O.
Flipper, who was born a slave and in 1877
became the first black graduate of the
United States Military Academy at West
Milena Kavrakova ’05 of Varna, Bulgaria,
and Addison Noreen ’05 of Hersey, Mich.
MUSIC HONORS: Hope students
earned multiple honors during the
statewide National Association of
Teachers of Singing spring auditions, held
on Saturday, April 2.
Approximately 190 contestants from
throughout Michigan competed in the
event, which was held at Grand Valley
State University and organized by the
Michigan chapter of the association. Of the
19 Hope students who participated, five
placed in the top three in their categories.
Meghan Moore ’08 of South Bend, Ind.,
won first place in the “Freshmen Women”
category.
Kaleena Chilcote ’07 of Midland, Mich.,
won second place in the “Sophomore
Women” category. Dane Clark ’08 of Grand

Point, and Michael Healy, who, also born a
slave, became the first black captain in the
United States Revenue Cutter Service, a
forerunner of the U.S. Coast Guard.
Dr. Johnson grew up in the
Washington, D.C., metro area.
He
received his bachelor’s degree from Bowie
State College in Maryland, and his master’s and doctorate from Kent State
University in Ohio. His past career experiences include serving as a corporate
trainer and as an officer in the U.S. Marine
Corps.
His community involvement includes
serving on the board of the Lakeshore
Ethnic Diversity Alliance, co-facilitating
sessions of the Institute for Healing
Racism (sponsored by the Chamber of
Commerce), being a charter member of the
newly organized Centennial Rotary Club,
and being an active participant in the
Macatawa Toastmasters Club. This past
April, after winning at several previous
stages of competition, Dr. Johnson represented the Western District at the
International Speech Contest, at which he
took third place.
Rapids, Mich., placed second in the “Musical
Theatre” category. Abbie Matthews ’05 of
Fort Wayne, Ind., won second place in the
“Senior Women” category.
Kate Grambau ’05 of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
placed third in the “Musical Theatre” category.
COMPUTER TEAM: A team of three
computer science students placed second in
the Association of Computing Machinery’s
Student Research Competition.
The competition was held at the annual
conference of the ACM’s Special Interest
Group in Computer Science Education, held
in St. Louis, Mo., on Wednesday-Sunday,
Feb. 23-27. The members of the Hope team
were Melissa Gifford ’05 of Normal, Ill.; Sara
Henry ’07 of Saline, Mich.; and Leslie
Tableman ’07 of Grand Rapids, Mich.
(See “Campus Notes” on page 16.)
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Events
Academic Calendar
June Term ’05—Through July 1
July Term ’05—July 5-29
Summer Seminars ’05—Aug. 1-5
Courses available for one or two hours of undergraduate
credit, on an audit basis, or, in some cases, for graduate
credit. The courses run Monday-Friday from 9 a.m. to 12:15
p.m. They include “This Uncertain Journey: A History of the
Video Documentary The Klan in Michigan,” “Snakes and
Snails and Puppy Dog Tails: The Socialization of Boys,”
“Three Creative Geniuses: Leonardo Da Vinci, Benjamin
Franklin, and You,” “Globalization and Poverty,” “The
Fourth Genre: Creative Nonfiction,” and “Gender and
Islam.”
For additional information about this year’s Summer Seminars,
please call the Registrar’s Office at (616) 395-7760.

Dance
Cecchetti International Ballet School Concerts—Saturday,
July 23
Knickerbocker Theatre, 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

Summer Camps
More information about all summer camps may be found at:
www.hope.edu/camps.
Science Camps
The popular program will offer a total of 31 one-week camps
spread across the five weeks beginning Monday, June 20,
and running through Friday, July 22. Titles range from
“Crime Scene Investigation,” to “Ancient Greeks and
Romans,” to “Lego Robotics I and II,” to “Prehistoric Planet,”
to “Videogame Making,” to “Club Vet: Animal Science.”
Each camp runs in the morning or afternoon, and most are
designed for a three-grade age range, such as K-2, 3-5, 4-6, 68 or 7-9.
For complete information, including all titles and session times,
please check the science camp Web site through the link noted
above, e-mail sciencecamp@hope.edu or call (616) 395-7628.
Soccer Camps
Day Camp—two camps: June 13-17, 20-24 (ages six-14)
Elite Camp—two camps: July 10-15, 17-22 (ages 11-18)
For more information, please call (616) 335-8103 or visit
www.hopesoccercamp.com.
Youth Football Camp
Skilled Position and Lineman Camp, entering grades
nine-12: July 24-26
Youth Camp, entering grades three-five: July 27-29
Youth Camp, entering grades six-eight: July 27-29
For more information, please call (616) 395-7690.
Boys’ Basketball Camps
Varsity Team Camp: June 17-18
Great Lakes Team Camp—two camps: June 19-22, 22-25
Junior Varsity Team Camp: July 5-7
Entering grades four-six: July 5-8
Entering grades seven-nine: July 11-14
For more information, please call (616) 395-7690.
Girls’ Basketball Camps
Entering grades six-eight: July 18-22
Entering grades nine-12: July 18-22
Body training, entering grades six-12: July 18-22
For more information, please call (616) 395-7690.
Volleyball
Entering grades six-eight: June 28-30
Hitter/setter, entering grades nine-12: June 28-30
High school team camp: July 14-16
Entering grades nine-12: July 18-21,
at the Courthouse in Byron Center
Entering grades nine-12 beach camp: July 28-30,
at Holland State Park
For more information, please call (616) 395-7690.
Tennis Academy
Nine weekly sessions, beginning June 13 and continuing
through Aug. 12. Participants may also register for the
entire summer.
For more information, please call (616) 395-4965.
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for more info, visit www.hope.edu/hsrt
Traditional Events
Opening Convocation—Sunday, Aug. 28, 2 p.m.
The Pull—Saturday, Sept. 24
Critical Issues Symposium – Tuesday-Wednesday, Sept.
27-28
Title: “From Auschwitz to Darfur: Genocide in the Global
Village”
Nykerk Cup Competition—Saturday, Nov. 5
Christmas Vespers—Saturday-Sunday, Dec. 3-4
Baccalaureate and Commencement—Sunday, May 7

Alumni, Parents and Friends
Regional Events
Duluth, Ga.—Saturday, June 25, noon-2 p.m.
A picnic at McDaniel Park Farm, a newly opened
county park and preserved family farm.
Farmington Hills, Mich.—Tuesday, July 19, 7-9 p.m.
A summer send-off picnic for incoming and current
students and their families, and area alumni.
Chicago, Ill.—Saturday, July 22
Ravinia’s presentation of “ABBA: The Music.”
Glen Ellyn, Ill.—Tuesday, July 26
A summer send-off picnic for incoming and current
students and their families, and area alumni.
Kalamazoo, Mich.—Thursday, July 28, 7-9 p.m.
A summer send-off picnic for incoming and current
students and their families, and area alumni.
San Francisco, Calif.—Saturday, July 30
An Oakland A’s game and family tailgate.
Traverse City, Mich.—Tuesday, Aug. 2, 7-9 p.m.
A summer send-off picnic for incoming and current
students and their families, and area alumni.
Grand Rapids, Mich.—mid-August
An opportunity to attend a White Caps baseball game
with other members of the Hope community.
Bob DeYoung Hope Classic Golf Outing—Monday, June 27
At the Holland Country Club.
Homecoming Weekend—Friday-Sunday, Oct. 14-16
Includes reunions for every fifth class, ’85 through ’00,
and also activities celebrating the 100th anniversary of
the Sigma Sigma sorority.
For more information concerning the above events, please call the
Office of Alumni and Parent Relations at (616) 395-7250, or visit
the Alumni Association Web site at: www.hope.edu/alumni/

Admissions
Campus Visits: The Admissions Office is open from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. weekdays, and from 9 a.m. until noon on
Saturdays. Tours and admissions interviews are available
during the summer as well as the school year.
Appointments are recommended.
Visitation Days offer specific programs for prospective students, including transfers and high school juniors and
seniors. The programs show students and their parents a
typical day in the life of a Hope student.
The days for the fall of 2005 are:
Friday, Sept. 30
Friday, Oct. 14
Friday, Oct. 28
Friday, Nov. 4
Friday, Nov. 18
For further information about any Admissions Office event, please
call (616) 395-7850, or toll free 1-800-968-7850; check on-line at
www.hope.edu/admissions; or write: Hope College Admissions
Office; 69 E. 10th St.; PO Box 9000; Holland, MI; 49422-9000.

Football
Saturday, Sept. 10 ..............................at John Carroll, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 17....................................+DEPAUW, 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 24...................................at Wheaton, 1 p.m. CT
Saturday, Oct. 1....................................*KALAMAZOO, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 8 ................................................*at Olivet, 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 15 ........++*WISCONSIN LUTHERAN, 2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 22.............................................*ADRIAN, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29 .............................................*at Albion, 1 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 5.....................................at Tri-State, 12:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 12 ...............................................*ALMA, 1 p.m.
*MIAA Game
+Community Day
++Homecoming
Home games played at Holland Municipal Stadium.

Instant Information
Updates on events, news and athletics at Hope may be
obtained 24 hours a day by calling (616) 395-7888. Updated
information concerning events is also available online at
www.hope.edu/pr/events.html.
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Alumni Weekend ’05

Alumni Weekend 2005
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Alumni Weekend ’05

50-Year Circle: (Note: The members of the newly inducted 50-year Class of ’55 and also the reunion year
classes of ’40 and ’45 are pictured in their reunion class photos later in this issue.) Row 1: Lois Hinkamp ’44
Boersma, Eloise Hinkamp ’51 Van Heest, Bea Van Heest ’53 Van Eck, Mary Lou Richards ’54 Van Heest, Barbara
Dee Folensbee ’43 Timmer, Lois Glerum ’41 Alofs; Row 2: Vern Boersma ’44, Gerard Van Heest ’49, Arthur Van
Eck ’48, Cornelius Van Heest ’52, Dale Drew ’47, Connie Scholten ’45 Bawinkel

1940 and 1945—Row 1: Lorraine De Kraker, Don De Kraker ’40, Gladys Dornbos ’40 Bauman; Row 2: Doris
Koskamp ’50 DeVette, Patsy VerHulst ’38 Purchase, Alice Hinkamp, Connie Scholten ’45 Bawinkel, Vern
Bawinkel ’45; Row 3: Russ DeVette ’45, Earl Purchase ’40, Jim Hinkamp ’40
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Alumni Weekend ’05

1950—Row 1: Phil Fredrickson ’50, Abe Moerland ’50, Elin Veenschoten ’52 Moerland, Pat DeVoogd, Larry DeVoogd ’50, Julia Smith ’50 Hobbs, C. Loren Hobbs, Burrell Pennings
’50, Norine Pennings, Esther Schmidt ’50 Wruck, Erich-Oskar Wruck, Mary Coffey ’51 Veltman; Row 2: P.J. Sherman ’50 Booi, Ann Wolters ’50 Fredrickson, Jack Ryskamp ’50,
Connie VanZylen ’53 Ryskamp, LaVerne Sikkema ’51, Lorraine VanFarowe ’50 Sikkema, Paul Cook ’50, Alice Gravenhorst ’51 Cook, Connie Sneden, Lee Sneden ’50, Marcia
DenHerder ’50 Kempers, Marian Dame ’47 Hoekstra, Barbara Scarlett ’50 Jorgensen, Dean Veltman ’50, Shirely Gess ’50 Weller, Jean Rivenburgh ’50 Cook; Row 3: Duane Booi ’49,
Lucille Brunsting ’49 Noordhoff, Nancy Lee Corp ’51 Marema, Henrietta Weener ’50 Bruggers, Margaret Wolffensperger ’50 Kleis, Donald Bulthuis ’50, Roberta Swander ’50 Turpin,
Russ DeVette ’45, Doris Koskamp ’50 DeVette, Roger Kempers ’49, Pat Failor, Dick Jorgensen ’50, Ruth DeGraaf ’50 Dirkse, Ken Weller ’48, Jim Cook ’48; Row 4: Samuel Noordhoff
’50, Jack Marema ’50, Howard Bruggers ’50, Bob Becksfort ’50, Laurence Masse ’50, Isla Streur ’50 Schipper, Jan Vander Borgh ’50 Ver Helst, C. Frank Turpin, Paul Warnshuis ’50,
Dolores Thomas ’50 Warnshuis, Harlan Failor ’50, Jack Hoekstra ’50, Elaine Bruins, Elton Bruins ’50, Lamont Dirkse ’50, Nan Beuker ’50 Froelich, Bob Froelich ’49

1955—Row 1: Bob DeYoung ’56, Marcia Smith ’55 DeYoung, Carole Hoffs ’55 Bos, Robert Bos ’52, Jocelyn Fryling ’58 Bussies, Donald Bussies ’55, Anne Damstra ’55 Civilette, Tom
Civilette, Dorothea Lindahl ’55 Lewis, Bill Kisken ’54, Mary Rietveld ’55 Kisken, Erma Van Dyke ’57 Keizer, Tom Keizer ’55, F. Phillip Van Eyl ’55, Louis Stempfly ’55; Row 2: Erma Nykamp,
Bob Riekse ’55, Ellen Riekse, Richard Huls ’55, Marcia Pasma ’56 Huls, Donald Northuis ’55, Eunice Schipper ’52 Northuis, Harrison Visscher ’51, Bette Brewer ’55 Visscher, Bill Heydorn
’55, Herb Morgan ’55, Joan Morgan, Joyce Vander Kolk, Avis South ’55 Boelkins, Muriel Elzinga ’55 VanderKuy, Tom VanderKuy, Joyce Stempfly; Row 3: Robert Nykamp ’55, Gerald
Vander Velde ’55, Carl Schroeder ’53, Lucille Van Heest ’55 Schroeder, Margaret Hospers ’56 Doorenbos, Harvey Doorenbos ’55, Roger VanderKolk ’58, Joan Pyle ’55 VanderKolk, Joyce
Vanderborgh ’55 Rink, Bill Rink ’55, Marilyn Werner ’55 Jesse, Ethel Groeneveld ’55 Earle, Alvin Vander Kolk ’55, Bill Boelkins, Louis Benes ’55, JoAnn Benes; Row 4: David De Jong ’55,
Jerry Veldman ’55, Lois Tornga ’56 Veldman, Don Baird ’55, J. Samuel Hofman ’55, Helen Taylor ’59 Hofman, Paul Buit ’59, Jo Buit, Kae VanderKooi ’55 Moes, Loretta Tucker ’55, Barbara
Brinks ’55 Kaper, Mary Anne Meyers ’55 Mulder, Elaine Vruggink ’56 Spieldenner, Richard Spieldenner ’55, Mary Jane Adams ’56 Dykema, Linda Miner ’55 Hoffman, Donald Hoffman ’52;
Row 5: Donald Maxam ’55, Eugene Ouderkirk ’55, Carolyn Ouderkirk, George Awais ’55, Nabila Rizk-Awais, Jim van Putten ’55, Sharon van Putten, Marjory MacEwan ’55 Kempers, David
Kempers ’55, Alice Klepper ’55 Jansma, Donald Jansma ’54, Margaret Cramer ’55, Lucille Tysse ’55 Hoeksema, Robert Hoeksema ’54, Alan Dykema ’55
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1960—Row 1: Myra Giemsoe ’60 Karachy, Mary Fryling ’62 White, Dave White ’60, Janet Koopman ’62 VanDyke, David VanDyke ’60, Janet DeNoble ’60 Jaarsma, Jane Anker ’60,
Ron Chandler ’60, Lynn Alice Nelson ’60 Vander Molen, Peter Huizenga ’60, Jan Tillman ’60 Johnson, Carol Rylance ’60 MacGregor, George Peelen ’60, Ann Tell ’60 Osland, Wallace
Osland; Row 2: John Kleinheksel ’60, Sharon Van’t Kerkhoff ’60 Kleinheksel, Larry Custer, Ruth Laning ’60 Custer, Dick Kelly ’58, Edna Wagner ’60 Kelly, Lorraine Hellenga ’60 Toji,
Patty DeJong ’63 Brink, Bruce Brink ’60, Ardith Brower ’60 DaFoe, Marcia Baldwin ’60 DeJong, Telma Trimmer, Robert Trimmer ’60, Karen Nyhuis ’60 Olson, Swede Olson ’59; Row
3: Marjorie Wood ’60, Roger Kleinheksel ’60, Virginia Top ’60 Kleinheksel, Jane Tomlinson ’60 Chandler, Jacqueline Peelle ’62 Elzinga, Marshall Elzinga ’60, Lois Griffes ’60 Kortering,
Vernon Kortering ’59, Chuck Anderson, Anne Wiegerink ’60 Anderson, Evie Carter ’60, Mary VanKoevering ’60 Stryker, John Stryker ’60; Row 4: Harriet Davenport ’60 Stockhoff,
Joan Schroeder ’60 Wenke, Loretta Plassche ’60 Biller, Gary Bylsma ’60, Judy Bylsma, Roger DeVries ’60, Shara DeVries, Jim Vande Poel ’60, Irene Vande Poel, Ken Brink ’60, Cynthia
Vandermyde ’60 Warn, Bob Warn, Carol Nieuwsma ’60 Garvelink, Roger Garvelink ’58, Patricia Derks ’63 Tysse, John Tysse ’60; Row 5: Ron Stockhoff ’60, Lee Wenke ’60, Norman
Biller, Ken Brown ’60, Charles Coulson ’60, Gene VanDongen, Ray Ritsema ’60, Joan Peelen ’59 Ritsema, Harriet Wissink ’60 Engbers, Jim Engbers ’60, Edna Hollander ’60 TerMolen,
Larry TerMolen ’59, Sue Edwards ’60 Paarlberg, Donald Paarlberg ’59

1965—Row 1: Ron Mulder ’65, Sandy Cady ’65 Mulder, James Beltman ’65, Gayle Harrington ’65 Beltman, Sally Steketee ’65 Tapley, Bruce Masselink ’65, Carla Reidsma ’65
Masselink, Vic Ferraris, Suellen Prins ’65 Ferraris, Norma LaFleur ’65 Osterhouse, Ruthann Kohlman ’65 Bone, Thomas Bone, Linda Walvoord ’64, John de Velder ’65, Mary Louise
Flikkema ’65 Watkin; Row 2: Vern Sterk ’64, Carla VandeBunte ’65 Sterk, Linda Lindblade ’65 Hendricks, Betty Smith ’65 TerHaar, Jean Mast ’65, Marion Hoekstra ’65, Joyce
Buckhout ’65 Bolhuis, Faith Abel, Roger Abel ’65, Doug Smith ’65, Susie Sonneveldt ’67 Neckers, Bruce Neckers ’65, Jim Bekkering ’65, Lynne Bekkering, Susan Shauger ’65; Row
3: Dick Busman ’65, Karen Busman, Kelwin Bakker ’65, David Stehouwer ’65, Alberta Ruble Stehouwer, Richard Brandsma ’63, Hope Beckering ’65 Brandsma, Nancy Brown, Henry
Brown ’65, Carol Klooster ’65 Nuismer, Linda Borgman ’65 Beaver, Chris Beaver, Marilynn Bates ’65 Vander Kolk, Jim Vander Kolk ’65; Row 4: Mary Ellen Bridger ’65 Miner, Tim
Miner ’65, Trudy VanDyk ’65 Waldron, Jeff Waldron ’66
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1970 and 1975—Row 1: Bruce Averill, Jeanie Postmus ’75 Averill, Jeanie Boven ’75 Norden, Teresa Fuller ’75 Zweering, Pat Klingenburg ’75, Mary Zondervan ’75 Schouten, Rosemary
Nadolsky ’75, Judy Westenbroek ’75 Lacks, Howard Veneklasen ’70, Dorothy Warner ’70 Lotterman, Deb DeYoung ’70 Markel, Carole Mouw ’70 DeVos, Carol Koterski ’70 Dugan, Cecile
Gaillard ’70 Spitters, Al Spitters ’70; Row 2: Claire Campbell ’75 Boersma, Jane Voogd ’75 Lowe, Cindy Arnold ’75 Pocock, Janice Fraaza ’75 Fox, Jan Koop ’75 Brondyke, Jan Weitz ’75
Kent, Sue VanBranteghem ’75 Ansel, Marjorie DeKam ’75 Boerman, Kathy Schubin, Ron Schubin ’70, Deanna Burke ’70 Hansen, Steve Markel ’70, Mia Welscott, Tom Welscott ’70, Norma
Sterk, Carol Pearce ’70 McGeehen; Row 3; Bill Boersma ’75, Geoffrey Stewart ’76, Anne Colyer ’75 Stewart, Vaughn Maatman ’75, Janice Wassenaar ’75 Maatman, David DeKok ’75,
Pamela Gates ’75 Zinn, Barbara Smalling ’73 Lawton, Bill Lawton ’75, Chuck VanEngen ’70, Jean Taylor ’70 VanEngen, Paula Frissel ’70 Bone, Harry Rumohr ’70, Jill Nyboer ’70 Rumohr,
Harold Hilliard ’70, Char Henderson, Tom Henderson ’70, Stanley Sterk ’70; Row 4: Richard Zweering ’73, Kevin Boerman ’75, Lee Currie ’75, Bob Carlson ’75, Sue Dirkse ’77 Carlson,
Janet Brevick ’75 Naymick, Arlene Dekker ’75 Akker, Joni Stevens ’75 Wagenmaker, Bruce Martin ’75, Cathy Martin, Micki Van Noord, Glenn Van Noord ’70, Lynne Walchenbach ’73
Hendricks, Dennis Hendricks ’70, Sue Holmes ’69 Tell, Bill Tell ’70, Ted Zwart ’70; Row 5: Michael VandenBerg ’76, Nancy VanHeest ’75 VandenBerg, Dan Boote ’75, Laurel Riekse ’76
Hoesch, Ken Hoesch ’75, Steven DeYoung ’75, Mary Vlieger ’75 DeYoung, Harvey Burkhour ’75, Gloria Burkhour, Mark VanderLaan ’70, Barbara Ryzenga ’70 VanderLaan, , Bill Bekkering
’70, Gwen Bekkering, Steve Ward ’70, Susan Ward, Don Marema ’70, Karen Oosterhouse ’70 Marema, Nancy Rynbrandt ’71 Zwart

1980—Row 1: Ruth VanSlooten ’80 Howard, Paul Anker ’79, Susan Sharp ’80 Anker, Kim Osterman ’80 Knight, Ann Helmus ’80 VanEerden, Lynne Schack ’80 Sanchez, Kathy
Nyenhuis ’80 Kurtze, Karen Nyenhuis ’80 Louwsma, Paul Nora ’80; Row 2: Mary Van Dis ’80 Bauman, Jenni Liggett ’80, Carol Mohrlock ’80, Doris Kellom ’80, Karen Hoogerwerf ’80
Cornelius, Leigh Boelkins ’80 VanKempen, Stacy Burris ’80 Walters, Brenda MacKinnon-Dieterman ’80, Brian Leak ’80, Craig Gould ’80, Jennifer Nielsen ’80 Mulvaney, Doug Mulvaney
’80; Row 3: Ruth Anne Hascup ’80 Burgener, Janis Lundeen ’80 DeVree, Connie Rietberg ’80, Anne Moored ’80 DeYoung, Brenda Mollien ’80 Stobb, Janet Lawrence ’80, Lynne
Maxwell ’80, Jay Peters ’80, Randall Coffill ’80, Craig Groendyk ’80, Steve Smallegan ’80; Row 4: Deb Clark ’81 Burg, Martin Burg ’80, Tom Keizer ’80, Bill Anderson ’80, Debbie
Grimm ’80 Anderson, Lori Wolf ’80 VanArendonk, John VanArendonk ’80, Shelley Harnden ’80 Saylor, Cyndi Nykamp, Ross Nykamp ’80, Jim Hawken ’80
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Thank you classes of
1980 ~ 1975 ~ 1970 ~ 1965
1960 ~ 1955 ~ 1950 ~ 1945 ~ 1940

for a memorable weekend!
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Summer reading
A potpourri of books, fiction and nonfiction, recommended as companions
for the summer months by members of the faculty and staff.
(Dr. Jon Peterson ’84, associate professor of environmental
science and chairperson of the department)

Good to Great, by Jim Collins
“This is a book about what characteristics are present in
those organizations who make the transition from good to
great. This is a fantastic book for any Christian who is in a
position of leadership.”
(Bob VanHeukelom, director of dining services)

Gilead, Marilynne Robinson
“Marilynne Robinson’s Gilead won the Pulitzer Prize for
fiction and the Book Critics’ Award for 2005. As fiction, its
craft is remarkable, but it tells a story that will appeal to
almost any adult, and for once the word ‘inspirational’ truly
applies.”
(Dr. John Cox ’67, DuMez Professor of English)

Home Away from Home, by Lorna J. Cook
“This is a story of a young woman grieving the sudden loss of
her husband. Lorna writes this story poignantly with great
insight. She’s sensitive to the emotions of grief, yet refreshingly humorous as the same time. I found myself laughing
because I could imagine myself wanting to make some of the
same choices this woman makes, yet never would. Lorna is
Jack and Lee Nyenhuis’ daughter, Hope grad, Class of ’84.”
(Barbara Krom ’84 Miller, assistant director of admissions)

The End of Poverty: Economic Possibilities for Our Time, by
Jeffrey Sachs
(Dr. Joel Toppen ’91, assistant professor of political science)
The Case for a Creator, by Lee Strobel
“A fine treatment of a challenging subject.”
(Dr. Gordon Van Wylen, president emeritus)

Dancing at the Rascal Fair, English Creek, Ride with Me
Mariah Montana, by Ivan Doig
“Doig is considered one of America’s greatest living writers,
and especially for writing about the West. The trilogy is set
in Montana’s Two Medicine Country and takes the reader
from Scottish settlers in the 1880s up to the present day. The
scenery is rich, the history fascinating, and the characters so
wonderful you miss them when the books end.”
(Dr. Matt Boelkins, visiting associate professor of mathematics)
The Brothers K, by David James Duncan
“I think this book is bound to be an American classic. Duncan
writes masterfully. The Brothers K is a story that takes you
through the landscape of an American family in the 1960s and
along the way the reader encounters baseball voodoo, broken
dreams, love, war, humor and ultimately the grace of God. At
its core this book is an exploration on prayer, that is often
irreverent, but at the same time winsome in truth.”
(the Rev. Trygve Johnson, the Hinga-Boersma Dean of the
Chapel)
WPA Guides to America, by the Federal Writers’ Project
“I recommend any of the WPA Guides to America from the
1930s and 40s (inexpensive used copies can be found on Ebay
and bookfinder.com). There are volumes on Michigan and all
the other states as well as Routes 1 and 66. I suggest buying a
volume and exploring some of the places that the more commercial guidebooks of our time overlook.”
(Dr. William Pannapacker, assistant professor of English and
Towsley Research Scholar)
Thursday Next series, by Jasper Fforde
“The Eyre Affair, Lost in a Good Book, The Well of Lost Plots, and
Something Rotten. (This is the order of publication, and also
the order in which the plot[s] unfold[s].) If you don’t know
about these books, take five minutes sometime and Google
Fforde (there ain’t much competition—the first entry will be
one of Jasper’s several Web sites) to read about the books.
They are weird (even by my standards!) but funny in a very
off-beat kind of way.”
(Dr. William Reynolds, dean for the arts and humanities and
professor of English)
Beat to Quarters, by C.S. Forester
“Beat to Quarters is an engaging sea-faring tale set during the
Napoleonic period. The novel moves from adventure to
adventure and never drags. The battle sequences are fabulous and the characterizations put you right on the deck of the
HMS Lydia with the flawed but heroic crew.”
(Kimberly Swartout, scholarship and event coordinator)
Faith and Fortune: The Quiet Revolution to Reform
American Business, by Marc Gunther
Gunther has written a very readable book that gives both
hope to—and evidence of—the idea that business can help
make the world a better place while serving customers and
making a profit.
(Vicki TenHaken ’73, associate professor of management)
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A Complicated Kindness, by Miriam Toews
“The main character of this novel, which won the prestigious
Governor General’s Award in Canada, is Naomi (Nomi)
Nickel, 15, who’s trying to get what it’s all about and keep it
together at the same time. Her mother and older sister have
already fled their small Mennonite town, leaving Nomi alone
with her shell-shocked father, Ray. I liked the contrast
between the bleakness of Nomi’s day-to-day life and her articulate/ wry/ true interior monologue.”
(Jennifer Wolfe, adjunct assistant professor of music)

The Devil in the White City, by Erik Larson
“Bringing Chicago circa 1893 to vivid life, Erik Larson’s spellbinding bestseller intertwines the true tale of two men—the
brilliant architect behind the legendary 1893 World’s Fair,
striving to secure America’s place in the world; and the
cunning serial killer who used the fair to lure his victims to
their death. Combining meticulous research with nail-biting
storytelling, Larson has crafted a narrative with all the
wonder of newly discovered history and the thrills of the best
fiction.”
(Geoffrey Reynolds, director of the Joint Archives of Holland
with the rank of associate professor)
Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side
of Everything, by Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner
“Even if you think you already know what economics is
about, you don’t. From cheating schoolteachers to the inner
workings of a crack gang, Levitt and Dubner remind you that
economics really is everywhere, and help you learn how to
recognize it.”
(Dr. Victor Claar, assistant professor of economics)
Life of Pi, by Yann Martel
“An amazing story of survival and redemption.”
(Sharon Rocker, part-time lecturer in English)
Failing Forward, by John Maxwell
“This book addresses the perception of and response to
failure. Maxwell identifies principles and steps to turn
moving backwards because of failure into Failing Forward.”
(Tod Gugino ’85, director of chemistry laboratories)
Huck’s Raft: A History of American Childhood, by Steven
Mintz
“This book takes a serious look at childhood in America,
beginning with the colonial days and through to our present
age. Mintz strikes a healthy balance between challenging
romantic stereotypes of years gone by, and affirming the value
of some traditional childhood experiences that have all but
disappeared in our post-modern culture. The author’s examination of the Puritans is informative and particularly
interesting in the analysis of the role of public education in
Puritan society.”

God’s Politics: Why the Right Gets It Wrong and the Left Just
Doesn’t Get It, by Jim Wallis
“If you are tired of the usual options in American political life,
then this book is for you. Wisdom and insight from the
founder of the Sojourners community in Washington, D.C.”
(Dr. Steven Bouma-Prediger ’79, the John H. and Jeanne M.
Jacobson Professor of Religion)
The Good Women of China: Hidden Voices, by Xinran
“Xinran, a radio journalist, gives voice to the vivid stories of
silenced Chinese women. A simple, eloquent, exceptionally
moving testimony of women’s sacrifice and courage.”
(Merrie Bannink, assistant to the registrar)
***
Bonus Material:
Recommendations by elementary-age students enrolled in
the Children’s After School Achievement (CASA) Program
at Hope.
The Mouse and the Motorcycle, by Beverly Cleary
“Funny, clever, well-written, characters and story are
inventive.”
(Andres E., fourth grade)
Old Yeller, by Fred Gipson
“Great story about a smart dog and his adventures.”
(Jennifer N., fourth grade)
Where the Red Fern Grows, by Wilson Rawls
“Tells how the character is feeling and includes a story of
two dogs.”
(Jennifer N., fourth grade)
The Little House in the Big Woods, by Laura Ingalls Wilder
“I like this book because you can explore places in the book
and it’s fun to read.”
(Nina L., fifth grade)
***
Editor’s Note: Ask the faculty and staff at a college to recommend
a book or two, and the response is gratifyingly (and appropriately) strong. This list is but a fraction—only one third—of the
titles contributed. For the entire list, please visit the college’s
Web site at www.hope.edu.
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Spring Sports Roundup

Photo finish
season to remember. The Flying Dutch
enjoyed their most successful season in a
decade (28-11), three players achieved AllAmerica status and coach Karla Hoesch ’73
Wolters reached a significant career milestone.
The team’s first home game — a victory
— also marked the 1,000th collegiate coaching victory for Wolters, who for three
decades has guided the fortunes of college
athletes in a multitude of sports. By season’s
end Wolters’s victory total had climbed to
1,019, led by softball (566) and followed by
volleyball (375), field hockey (40), basketball
(24) and tennis (14). Her 18-year softball
coaching record at Hope is 397-237.
Three members of the team were named
Division III All-Americans by the National
Fastpitch Coaches Association. Senior outfielder Candace Graham was named to the
first team, freshman outfielder Jessica
Regnerus to the second team and junior
shortstop Emily Adams to the third team.
The All-America honorees joined freshman

Freshman Lindsay Lange rewrote the Hope women’s track and field record book.

Hundreds of athletic
contests shape a year of
competition. Over the course
of 18 sports played in the fall,
winter and spring seasons,
outcomes frequently come
right down to the very end.
In the end, each position in the seasonending conference standings is vital in

determining the winner of the coveted
Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) Commissioner’s Cup.
It was never more true than in 2004-05,
when the outcome of a season-ending baseball series provided Hope with the points
needed to win the Commissioner’s Cup for a
record 27th time.
The three-game series sweep on the road
against Olivet put the Flying Dutchmen in
second place in the MIAA standings and
provided the points needed to edge rival
Calvin. Hope won the Commissioner’s Cup

by a narrow four-point margin.
Had Hope and Calvin switched positions
in the baseball race, the colleges would have
tied in both the Commissioner’s Cup and
Men’s All-Sports standings. The two rivals
had already tied for first in the Women’s
All-Sports standings, an MIAA first.
Hope teams during 2004-05 won or
shared conference championships in five
sports – men’s golf, women’s cross country,
women’s basketball, men’s swimming/
diving and women’s soccer.

BASEBALL
A season-ending, eight-game winning
streak assured the Flying Dutchmen of their
school-record fifth consecutive year of
winning 20 or more games. Coach Stu
Fritz’s Dutchmen posted a 22-16 record,
including 15-6 in league games.
Senior outfielder Vance Nardin of
Kentwood, Mich., won the conference
batting championship and was voted the
MIAA’s most outstanding position player.
He was also voted to the Division III AllRegion team. He batted .460 in league
games and became the 18th player in Hope
baseball history to bat over .400 for an entire
season (.416).
Nardin was joined junior second
baseman Jon Edmondson of Grand Rapids,
Mich., on the All-MIAA first team.
Receiving All-MIAA second-team honors
were
sophomore
shortstop
Mike
VanderVelde of Grandville, Mich., and
junior third baseman Geordie MacKenzie of
Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
A milestone 1,000th collegiate coaching victory for Karla Hoesch ’73 Wolters meant
cake for the team.
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SOFTBALL
The 2005 softball campaign will be a

Finishing seventh in their respective events
were freshman Lindsay Lange of Manistee,
Mich., in the 400-meter dash and sophomore
Ryan TerLouw of Pella, Iowa, in the 1,500meter run. It was the third time in school
history that three Hope athletes achieved
All-American status in a single season.
This year’s pole vault competition for
women had a rather unusual finish.
VanderMeer was one of six vaulters to clear
12 feet, 2 1/2 inches. Some officials declared
the Hope athlete the national champion
based on the fewest misses during the competition because VanderMeer’s lone miss
came at a higher height than other competitors’. However, after a review of recently
revised NCAA championship rules for the
event, officials determined that there should
be a jump-off involving the vaulters with the
fewest total misses. That pitted VanderMeer
against two other vaulters. Given just a
single vault, all three failed to clear 12 feet, 6
1/2 inches. The same was true at 12 feet, 3
1/2 inches. Finally, at 12 feet, 1/2 inch,
Stephanie Barnes of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
was successful, while VanderMeer and the
other competitor missed.
All-MIAA honors were presented to
seven athletes: freshman Erik George of
Livonia, Mich., sophomore Aaron Kenemer
of Zeeland, Mich., sophomore Leah
Koopmans of Holland, Mich., sophomore
Scott Langille of Glen Ellyn, Ill., Lindsay
Lange, senior Tina Pike of Rochester, Minn.,
Jennifer VanderMeer, junior Jeff Weber of
Grandville, Mich., and freshman Michael
Wilburn of Rochester, Mich.
Among the many outstanding individual
performances during the course of the
season was that of freshman Lindsay Lange.
She established five school records and
qualified for nationals in four. Her school
records came in the 200-meter dash (:25.35),
400-meter dash (:56.35), 100-meter hurdles
(:14.48), 400-meter hurdles (1:03.09) and the
heptathlon (4,387 points).
At season’s end, the college announced
that alumnus Kevin Cole ’88 would become

Vance Nardin gave it his all as the MIAA’s baseball batting champion.
the track and field coach beginning in 2006.
Mark Northuis ’82 served as interim coach
this past season.

year, while junior Andy Ruemenapp of
Petoskey, Mich., received All-MIAA secondteam recognition.

TENNIS

HONORS

Hope’s tennis teams finished second in
their respective MIAA standings. The
second win of the season by the Flying
Dutch was the 100th under eight-year coach
Karen Page.
Junior Anneliese Fox of Alma, Mich., was
voted the league’s most valuable female
tennis player for the second time in her
career as she won the first flight singles
championship a third consecutive year.
Senior Priya Malviya of Holland, Mich., was
presented the MIAA’s Sue Little
Sportsmanship award. She and sophomore
Ashley Leary of Naperville, Ill., were named
to the All-MIAA second team.
Senior Jason Wagenmaker of Grand
Haven, Mich., was voted to the All-MIAA
men’s first team for the second consecutive

Awards as the outstanding senior athletes among members of the Class of 2005
were presented to Jacob Schrock of
Clarksville, Mich., and Adelynn Vilmann of
Houghton, Mich. A management major
who played football, Schrock was presented
the Otto van der Velde All-Campus award,
while Vilmann, a biology major who lettered four years in basketball, received the
John Schouten award.
For an unprecedented 15th consecutive
year, both Hope cross country teams have
been honored for academic excellence by the
College Cross Country Coaches Association.
Coached by Mark Northuis ’82, Hope is the
only college in all of NCAA Division III to
achieve the honor every year since it was
initiated in 1990.

Teammates Anneliese Fox (left) and Priya
Malviya received the MIAA’s top tennis
honors.

Junior Kelsey Guisbert blinded opponents
with a record number of shutouts.
catcher Kylee Brouwer and senior outfielder
Megan Sheehan on the All-Region team.
Unique to this group was that they all graduated from the same Michigan high school,
Hudsonville. All five received All-MIAA
recognition along with junior pitcher Kelsey
Guisbert of Farmington, Mich.
Guisbert headlined an outstanding corps
of pitchers who combined to throw 12
shutouts. At one point Guisbert threw four
consecutive shutouts, and she finished with
a school-record nine.

TRACK & FIELD
Hope track and field athletes equaled a
school mark for NCAA Division III AllAmerica performances in a season. For the
second consecutive year, sophomore
Jennifer VanderMeer of Holland, Mich., was
the silver medalist in the pole vault.

Whether it was vaulting or running, sophomores Jennifer VanderMeer and Ryan TerLouw achieved NCAA All-America honors. (Photo above by Russ Higley)
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Staff Profile

By Greg Olgers ’87

Seeing the big picture
When Bill Anderson

became director of
accounting in 1966, he
inherited a system that
Hope’s founders would
have recognized.
Income and expenses were tracked on
handwritten ledgers, and calculations
were done longhand. There also didn’t
seem to be a detailed budget.
He was hired to change that, and did,
and if all he had accomplished was to help
bring the college’s financial management
into the 20th (and then 21st) century, his
contributions would have been enduring
enough, but Anderson is recognized for
having done much more. On the eve of
his retirement this month as senior vice
president for finance and development,
after 39 years at Hope, he is particularly
respected for seeing the institution in
toto—the why as well as the what—and
helping the college to afford to achieve the
best for students.
“He is creative, and thinks broadly
about the big picture,” said President
James Bultman ’63. “He’s wise in his stewardship of resources but generous in his
ability to fund areas that make a difference
in the lives of students and faculty.”
“He has through the years assumed an
enormous amount of administrative
responsibility—including in recent years
the advancement arm of the college in
addition to the finance area,” President
Bultman said. “His work ethic, capacity
for quality work, his organizational skills,
and his ability to analyze and articulate
financial data are all exceptional.”

exciting to be a part
“ofIt’s
something that people
want more of—whether
it’s some kind of a product
that you sell or education.
You may think you’re good
or that the product is
good, but the true test is
whether or not anybody
wants it..

”

—Bill Anderson, senior
vice president for
finance and advancement
Raised in Owosso, Mich., Anderson
graduated from Ferris State University in
1963 and went to work for General Motors
in Grand Rapids. He found the corporation too big—he wanted to work
someplace where he could see how all the
pieces fit together—and after a couple
years left for Big Dutchman Inc. in
Zeeland, Mich.
Shortly after Anderson joined Big
Dutchman, his first supervisor left to
become Hope’s business manager. It
wasn’t long before Anderson heard from
him again.
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“One day I was driving home from Big
Dutchman, and my ex-boss was following
me,” he said. “He wanted to talk to me
about coming to Hope because they needed
someone to build an accounting system.”
Anderson admits that he hadn’t even
heard of Hope before moving to West
Michigan, but he notes that the college
was a good fit for him from the beginning,
on multiple levels.
“The college has a strong mission that I
could relate to,” he said. “And the people
were interesting to work with.”
“I’ve always liked to work, and I could
see that I would be very busy,” Anderson
said. “And I had a lot of freedom to use
my own ideas and create systems and procedures and so on. It was a great
opportunity to put into operation some of
the things I thought I might be able to do.”
It started with replacing that outdated
accounting system with computerization
and new organization.
“If there was a budget, it was only in
very broad terms,” he said. “There was no
accountability for departments because
they didn’t have budgets or a way of monitoring them.”
The academic program made improvement possible in short order.
The
department of physics received a grant for
the college’s first computer—a machine
with enough capacity to accommodate
administrative functions as well.
The systems that Anderson put into
place, which naturally have been refined
and upgraded in the decades since, have
worked well. During each of the past 38
years—as long as the college has been
keeping track—Hope has balanced its
budget.
Anderson credits bottom-to-top faculty
and staff involvement and institutional
culture with the success.
“There’s a great sense of mission here,”
he said. “There’s a strong work ethic, and
people believe in balancing budgets. It’s a
serious matter for us here.”
From director of accounting, Anderson
was promoted to controller in 1968. He was
appointed the college’s chief fiscal officer in
1972, and vice president for business and
finance in 1973. In the winter of 2001 he took
on added responsibility for college advancement.
What Anderson has particularly enjoyed
about Hope is the challenge posed by the
institution’s vibrancy, a quality evinced by
consistently strong student interest through
the years.
“It’s exciting to be a part of something
that people want more of—whether it’s
some kind of a product that you sell or it’s
education,” he said. “You may think you’re
good or that the product is good, but the true
test is whether or not anybody wants it.”
He noted that the resultant growth—
coupled with Hope’s emphasis on
excellence—has helped keep his work
interesting.
The campus alone has increased dramatically. In historical book value, the physical
plant has climbed from $8 million in 1966 to
$153 million last year. “I don’t think there
have been two years in my whole career here
when we haven’t had some kind of building
project on campus,” Anderson said.
He has enjoyed devising creative solu-

Retiring this month after 39 years at Hope, Bill Anderson has enjoyed the challenges
posed by the college’s vibrancy.
tions to meet campus needs. For example,
when in the late 1980s the college could not
find an economical high-quality food service
provider, Hope joined with Calvin College
to establish a company that would serve
both institutions. Today, Creative Dining
Services has clients around the country and
wins awards for excellence.
As vice president for development for the
past four years, Anderson has coordinated
Hope’s ongoing efforts to raise the funds to
meet the college’s needs—including the
recent Legacies: A Vision of Hope comprehensive campaign, which successfully
concluded in January having raised more
than $137 million.
“The whole idea of doing something
new, sort of in the twilight of my career, was
very exciting to me, as was the chance to
work with a lot of people who I knew but
had never worked with before,” he said.
Anderson’s emphasis has been on
enhancing the division to match the potential present in the generous Hope
constituency, seeing the expansion of staff
and programming not as a cost, but an
investment. Results include a new program
in parent relations, as well as the addition of
regional advancement officers. This
summer, Hope is receiving a “2005
CASE/Wealth ID Award for Educational
Fund Raising” and being named to the
“Circle of Excellence” for exemplary overall
performance in fundraising during the past
three years.

The work was new, but the concept was
not—not least of all because he and his predecessor, Bob DeYoung ’56, had been friends
for decades.
“My office was next to Bob’s for many,
many years,” Anderson said. “Because we
were friends we had a lot of conversations
about Hope College and our respective
jobs.”
“He had built our system of regional
advancement and person-to-person contact,”
he said. “It was just a matter of expanding
that. He had the right system in place.”
Another longtime friend is colleague
Barry Werkman ’64, vice president for
finance at Hope, who has worked closely
with Anderson for more than 35 years. It is
no surprise to him that Anderson has served
Hope so well.
“The first thing that comes to mind is that
he’s got an outstanding financial mind,”
Werkman said. “I think that helps him to
understand what needs to be done both
today and tomorrow.”
“He has great organizational skills. I
think that has been proven not only in the
financial area of the college but in the last
four years in the college advancement area,”
he said. “He has a lot of ideas in terms of
how to do things, and then he can conceptualize them and then put them into practice,”
he said.
“I think the college has benefited
tremendously from his presence here and
by his leadership,” Werkman said.
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Campus Notes
(Continued from page three.)
The team’s project, “Programmer
Defined Code Formatting,” investigated the
effectiveness of allowing computer programmers to format their programs in much
the same way that documents are written
using a word processor. They completed
their work under the direction of Dr. Ryan
McFall ’93.
IMPACT HONORED: Eva Dean ’83
Folkert of the Hope staff has been named
recipient of the college’s sixth annual
“Vanderbush-Weller Development Fund”
award for strong, positive impact on students.
The award recognizes and supports the
efforts of Hope faculty and staff who
make extraordinary contributions to the
lives of students. Folkert was recognized
during a luncheon held on Friday, May 6,
in conjunction with the spring meeting of
the Board of Trustees.
Folkert is director of athletics for
women and has served as athletic ticket
manager at Hope. She has administrative
responsibility for men’s and women’s
swimming, men’s and women’s track,
softball, volleyball, women’s basketball,
women’s soccer and women’s tennis. In
addition to her ongoing responsibilities at
the college, she was meet director of the
2005 NCAA Division III Men’s and
Women’s
Swimming
and
Diving
Championships, hosted by Hope. She is
developing or co-developing three courses
at Hope, two Senior Seminars and one
First-Year Seminar. A long-time member
of the staff, she also served as the assistant
director of the college’s popular intramural sports program from 1997 to 2003.
ORGAN SCHOLARSHIPS: A bequest
from Robert T. Hughes of Traverse City,
Mich., will provide major support for students interested in studying organ at
Hope.
Hughes, who died on Sept. 6, 2003, has
left the college $363,600 to establish the
“Ruth Haidt Hughes Memorial Organ
Scholarship Endowment Fund” at Hope.
Named in honor of his late wife, the
endowment reestablishes in perpetuity a
scholarship that he had funded through
annual gifts for several years beginning
with the 1993-94 school year.
The merit-based awards are intended
solely for organ students who achieve,
and continue to achieve, consistently, the
highest standards of organ performance.
The awards are for up to four academic
years, and total $5,000 per year to be complemented by an additional $2,500 from
another source at the college, such as a
Distinguished Artist Award.
The endowment, which will provide
support to one student beginning with the
2005-06 academic year, will add a new
recipient each year until it eventually supports a total of four students at a time.
ROMANIAN RESEARCH: A team of
Hope researchers traveled to Romania in
May to consider what non-governmental
agencies (NGOs) in the young democratic
nation can do to survive.
Dr. Roger Nemeth and Dr. Deborah
Weiss ’75 Sturtevant of the college’s sociology and social work faculty visited the
central European nation with three students to begin their work.
Social services in Romania, according
to the two professors, are in a time of tran-
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Hope research’s winning ways
Hope continues to lead
the way in support for
summer student research
from the National Science
Foundation.
For a second consecutive year, Hope
has six grants for summer student
research from the National Science
Foundation’s “Research Experiences for
Undergraduates” (NSF-REU) program,
continuing to hold more than any other
liberal arts college in the country. Among
all institutions nationwide, including
major research universities, fewer than
two dozen hold as many or more of the
grants.
Hope holds the grants in biology,
chemistry, computer science, the geological
and
environmental
sciences,
mathematics, and physics and engineering. It is the 14th consecutive year that at
least four Hope departments have had
NSF-REU support.
Through Hope’s REU grants, undergraduate students from across the nation
have joined Hope College students in conducting research full-time with Hope
faculty members for eight to 10 weeks this
summer, and are receiving stipends as well
as support for housing, travel and other
expenses. They are working with dozens
of students whose summer research at
Hope is supported in other ways.
A total of 15 students are conducting
research through the department of biology’s NSF-REU grant, working with 10
faculty for 10 weeks. The four-year,
$318,620 grant is being administered by
Dr. Tom Bultman, professor of biology
and chair of the department, and Dr.
Timothy Evans, associate professor of
biology.
The department of chemistry’s grant is
supporting 10 students conducting
research in the department for the
summer, working with 12 faculty for 10
weeks. The four-year, $256,000 grant is
being administered by Dr. Joanne L.
Stewart, professor of chemistry, and the
summer research program is coordinated
by Dr. William F. Polik, who is the
Edward and Elizabeth Hofma Professor of
Chemistry at Hope.
The department of computer science’s
grant is supporting nine students working
with five faculty for 10 weeks. This is the
second year of a five-year, $352,250 grant
that is being administered by Dr. Herbert

sition. Prior to the late-1989 overthrow of
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu and the subsequent end of communism, such services
had been provided entirely by the state.
That has changed in the years since, they
note, and international agencies have
stepped in to help fill the void, particularly to offset the lack of available funding.
Drs. Nemeth and Sturtevant believe that
in the long term, Romanian agencies need
to be able to stand on their own.
“We’re trying to understand how these

It’s a familiar story, but also a telling one: once again, Hope has more grants for
summer student research through the National Science Foundation’s
“Research Experiences for Undergraduates” program than any other liberal
arts college in the country, and more than all but about two dozen of any type
of institution, including major research universities.
Dershem, professor of computer science.
The department of geological and environmental sciences is in the second year of
its $232,513, three-year grant to study the
ancient environments that preserved
dinosaur fossils at a site in northern
Wyoming, with 10 REU students working
at the site this summer. Dr. Brian
Bodenbender, an associate professor, is
administering the project and is working
in cooperation with the three other faculty
in the department at Hope along with
faculty from the University of Minnesota
at Duluth, the Cranbrook Institute of
Science and the Cincinnati Museum of
Natural History.
The grant held by the department of
mathematics is supporting six students
working with four faculty members for
eight weeks. The four-year, $145,000 grant
is being administered by Dr. Timothy
Pennings, professor of mathematics.
The department of physics and engineering’s grant is supporting eight
students working with eight faculty
members for 10 weeks. The five-year,
$300,867 grant is administered by Dr.
Catherine Mader, associate professor of
organizations can sustain themselves over
time,” said Dr. Sturtevant, who is a professor of sociology and social work and
chairperson of the department.
“They’re building up the capacity to
take up these roles, and that’s a relatively
new thing in these emerging states,” said
Dr. Nemeth, a professor of sociology.
The NGO research project has grown
out of contacts that Dr. Sturtevant made
during two previous professional visits to
Romania, during 1999 and 2002.

physics; Dr. Mark Little, assistant professor of physics; and Dr. Michael Misovich,
associate professor of engineering.
Recent support for summer student
research at the college has also included a
grant from The Merck Company
Foundation and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
through the Merck/AAAS Undergraduate
Science Research Program.
Hope was one of only 15 institutions
nationwide to receive one of the threeyear, $60,000 awards, which the college
had also received in 2001. The funding
supports research stipends for undergraduate students and related programs that
foster interaction between biology and
chemistry.
The award will provide stipends for a
total of 12 students conducting summer
research at the college, four per year. Hope
will also use the grant for supplies, some
related travel expenses, and to bring in a
guest scientist to work with the students.
The project directors are Dr.
Christopher Barney, who is the T. Elliott
Weier Professor of Biology, and Dr.
Stewart.

FACULTY KUDOS:
Dr. Maria C. Andre, associate professor
of Spanish, has co-authored Entre mujeres:
Colaboraciones, influencias e intertextualidades
en la literatura y el arte latinoamericanos
(Between Women: Collaborations, Influences
and Intertextualities in the Literature and Art
of Latin Americans), published earlier this
year by Editorial RIL of Santiago, Chile.
(See Campus Notes on page 20.)
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Alumni News
60s

Class Notes
News and information for class notes, marriages, advanced degrees and deaths are
compiled for news from Hope College by Kathy
Miller.
News should be mailed to: Alumni News;
Hope College Public Relations; 141 E. 12th St.; PO
Box 9000; Holland, MI 49422-9000. Internet users
may send to: alumni@hope.edu
All submissions received by the Public
Relations Office by Tuesday, May 10, have been
included in this issue. Because of the lead time
required by this publication’s production schedule, submissions received after that date (with the
exception of obituary notices) have been held for
the next issue, the deadline for which is Tuesday,
July 5.
50s

1950s

Jan Kamp ’51 Lankenau of Marion, Ind., has
received the 2004 “Over the Top” appreciation
award from the Grant County Literacy Council;
she donated 1,000 hours of volunteer service in
2004. Jan was the organization’s president for
four years, and is now student tutor coordinator
for the county.
Norman C. Gysbers ’54 of Columbia, Mo., presented a keynote address and several seminars at
an international conference in Singapore on
Wednesday and Thursday, May 25 and 26. The
conference, “Career Counseling:
Theories,
Techniques, and Issues,” was sponsored by the
National University of Singapore. He is Professor
with Distinction in the Department of
Educational, School, and Counseling Psychology
at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
Mina Venema ’55 Cook of Bend, Ore., was
inducted into the Manchester “Who’s Who
Registry of Executives and Professionals” in
recognition of her professional accomplishments. She is a department leader at Bend
LaPine School District. Her expertise in geriatrics and pediatrics was cited for enhancing the
outstanding reputation of the Hebrew Home for
the Aged.
Marilyn Klyn ’58 Galer of Grandville, Mich., is
president of the Manistee (Mich.) Lakeside
Club, and is again serving as a chair of the
annual Lakeside Club Tour of Homes. The
tour, which will be held on Saturday, July 16,
includes many of Manistee’s historic mansions
and a diverse group of other sites. All proceeds
from the event go to worthy causes in the area
such as support of the historic Ramsdell
Theatre and the Manistee Library, which is celebrating its centennial. Marilyn will also speak
at the celebration of the library and act in a play
called “In Their Own Words,” designed to
teach younger women in the community how
they got their voting rights.

1960s

Jim Evers ’60 and Marylin Boughton ’60 Evers of
Nanuet, N.Y., have six grandchildren. A retired
educator and corporate trainer, Jim is a freelance
business and education writer. He co-founded
and co-facilitates the Writing Institute for
Teachers at Dominican College, Blauvelt, N.Y.
The seminar training guide that he wrote for the
institute may be downloaded by teachers and
schools free at his Web site.
Judy Van Dyke ’60 Van Es and Roland Van Es
’60 have retired to Tucson, Ariz., after teaching in
Taiwan as RCA missionaries since 1997. They
had been in the Philippines for the previous 12
years, and in Taiwan from 1965 to 1974.
Katherine Reynolds ’61 Bitner of Durango,
Colo., recently returned from a 16-day adventure,
“In the Footsteps of Paul and John,” to Turkey
and Greece, starting in Istanbul and ending in
Athens, viewing ancient ruins and architectural
sites. In May, the Durango Choral Society, of
which she is a member, performed an
Argentinian mass (“Missa Criolla” by Ariel
Ramirez), and a combined choir from local
churches sang the Vivaldi “Gloria.”
Fritz Kruithof ’61 of Kalamazoo, Mich., retired
from 41 years of ministry with the Reformed
Church on Thursday, March 10. His last five
years were spent as minister of congregational
care at Christ Memorial Church in Holland, Mich.
William Vanderbilt ’61 of Holland, Mich., has
announced that he will retire next January as
executive director of the Community Foundation
of the Holland-Zeeland Area. He has served the
organization for 11 years.
Paul Merage ’63 of Newport Coast, Calif., was
featured for his philanthropy in a Los Angeles
Times article on Friday, April 1. He and his
younger brother founded Chef America. He
developed Hot Pockets in the mid-80s and sold
the company to Nestle SA in 2002.
Jean Paduch ’63 Peelen of Alexandria, Va.,
retired from practicing civil rights law with the
federal government in 1999, and became a commercial actress, model and author. She and two
friends have written a book titled Invisible No
More: The Secret Lives of Women Over Fifty. It will
be available mid-June, and she reports that it is
must reading for all of her classmates.
David Bach ’64 of Wyckoff, N.J., was one of seven
people who recently received the YMCA’s
William Boyd Humanitarian Award in recognition of the numerous community programs, as
well as church groups, he has established during
his 32-year ministry at The Wyckoff Reformed
Church. The programs include Meals on Wheels,
Activities Unlimited for retired men, and the
Children’s Love Fund. He reports that he and his
wife are avid hikers and that they will be hiking
between Poland and Hungary in Slovakia’s
Carpathian Mountains this summer.
Regina Mueller ’64 Lawler of Rochester Hills,
Mich., reports that many Hope College graduates
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attended the wedding of her son, John Lawler ’96,
(please see “Marriages”) in Whitefish, Mont.,
including Maryanne Beukelman ’64 Ward of
Mount Vernon, Wash.
Arlene Arends ’64 Walters Waldorf of Buena
Vista, Colo., was honored with the Lifetime
Achievement Award by the Association of
Presbyterian Church Educators (APCE) at its
annual awards banquet on Friday, Feb. 4, in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Marion Hoekstra ’65 of Laurel, Md., reports that
she is still enjoying retirement and is busier than
ever. She volunteers at church and on blood
drives for the American Red Cross (she is a 22gallon donor). She travels in the U.S. and abroad
when possible, and is completing six years on
Hope’s alumni board.
Pat Elzerman ’66 Eenigenburg of Kalamazoo,
Mich., was named Educator of the Year by
CERCA (Christian Educators of the RCA). She
was recognized at the Association of Presbyterian
Church Educators (APCE) annual awards
banquet on Friday, Feb. 4, in Vancouver, British
Columbia.
Kim Schrotenboer ’69 of Ada, Mich., owner of
Longneck’s on the south side of Holland, Mich.,
has remodeled it to create a more family-friendly
dining atmosphere and renamed it Longneck’s
Grille & Tavern.
70s

1970s

Ken Austin ’70 of Orland Park, Ill., was on sabbatical this spring from Trinity Christian College,
where he is instrumental music director. He gave
a presentation on Civil War era solo cornet literature at Judson College in Chicago this spring. As
principal trumpet of the New Philharmonic in
Chicago, Ken performed the great and tragic
Mahler Sixth Symphony in May. He will present
a paper at the Historical Brass Society Conference
in July in Bennington, Vt. It is titled “Historically
Informed Solo Eb Cornet Performance Practices
in the United States from 1850 to 1870: The
Difficulties, the Possibilities for the Modern
Professional Trumpeter.” He will also perform
on two 1860s Eb rotary cornets at the conference.
In addition, he is recording a CD of representative
Eb cornet solo music using two original instruments on loan from Wayne Collier, a prolific
collector of rare brass instruments.
Norma Jean Foster ’70 Clark of Fort Plain, N.Y.,
retired in June after 28 years of teaching first
grade. She reports that the most important aspect
of her life is being “Nana” to five grandchildren,
ages four to four months.
David J. Gouwens ’70 of Fort Worth, Texas, was
honored on Thursday, April 7, by the board of
trustees of Brite Divinity School, Texas Christian
University, for his service as interim dean from
2002 to 2005. He is a professor of theology at the
school and will receive research leave in 2005-06
to work on a project on theological aesthetics in
the Reformed tradition.
Karin Granberg-Michaelson ’70 has moved to
Kentwood, Mich., where she works as a chaplain
with brain-injured adults and as a peer group
mentor for seminarians at Western Theological
Seminary.
Junardi Armstrong ’71 of Tucson, Ariz., focused
her art in handmade paper and the bookarts in
2002, founding Soaring Spirit Artworks & Press.
Three of her works have been purchased by the
special collections rare books library of the
University of Arizona. In 2003, she began a collaboration with a group of artists called Paper
Portals, which has a Web site. The result is a piece
called Portals on Camino de Oeste, a handmade,
six box-pocketed accordion case holding six individual artist’s books created in response to
reflective time spent individually and alone in the
Camino de Oeste Wash in the Tucson Mountains
of Arizona. The limited edition of 26 artist’s
books (six have been sold, two are in exhibition,
and two were taken to the L.A. bookarts convention in May) has received an award and been
featured and/or reviewed in three publications.
This year Junardi is offering small, intimate workshops in her sanctuary garden using meditation,
writing and art to reconnect with self and earth.
She is also working on finishing her garden
studio and formulating the next Portal edition.

Lynn Davis ’71 Austin of Orland Park, Ill., is a
fiction novelist with 12 published novels and
three Christi Awards for excellence in fiction. She
has an exclusive movie contract from the
Hallmark Company to produce her novel Hidden
Places; production began in April. Her latest
book, Gods and Kings, has just been released.
Information about Lynn, her novels and her
newsletter may be found on her Web site.
Michael A. Ebbers ’73 of Owego, N.Y., continues
to work for IBM, recently completing his 31st
year.
J.C. Huizenga ’73 of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
interviewed for an article titled “Bringing the
Profit Motive and Moral Values to Education,”
published on Friday, April 1, by the Heartland
Institute of Chicago, Ill. He is the founder and
chairman of National Heritage Academies, a forprofit educational management company based
in Grand Rapids, Mich., that serves almost 27,000
students in five states.
Phyllis Kallemyn ’74 McConkie of Sylvania,
Ohio, was promoted to vice president - director of
accounting for Dana Commercial Credit, a subsidiary of Dana Corporation, Toledo, Ohio.
Harvey Burkhour ’75 of Hudsonville, Mich.,
reports that he enjoys his continued work with
adolescents at Jenison (Mich.) Junior High School
as a special education teacher; that both of his
children are graduating from college this year;
and that he welcomed a daughter-in-law into his
family when his son married in May.
Jill Morrone ’75 Lewis of Troy, Mich., is a language arts, world cultures and science teacher at
East Hills Middle School. She is also the worship
leader for first and second grade children at
Woodside Bible’s Kreative Kids Summer Camp
and the Adventure Sunday School.
Elizabeth Zack ’75 Riesen of Kirkland, Wash.,
and her husband of 31 years have three grown
children. She has worked in human resources at
Lake Washington School District since 1988. She
also designs and makes quilts. She reports that
they tore the roof off of their house this spring
and began an extreme makeover.
Judy Meyering ’75 Suzenaar of Crossville, Tenn.,
left Florida just in time to avoid the hurricanes of
2004. After 28 years in the graphic arts industry,
22 of those in Florida, she has retired with her
husband to enjoy the natural beauty of the
Cumberland Plateau.
Joni Stevens ’75 Wagenmaker of Muskegon,
Mich., is a full-time teacher of four-year-olds in an
MSRP program at Fruitport Community Schools.
She also continues with her music as an organist,
children’s bell choir director, and piano teacher.
Rich Williams ’75 of Albuquerque, N.M., continues in his position as director of the New Mexico
MainStreet program. He was featured in the
cover story “New Life for Old Cities (New Mexico
MainStreet) in the March 3-10 edition of
Crosswinds Weekly, an independent alternative
newspaper for Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
Rita Hendrickson ’76 VanderVen of Grand
Rapids, Mich., has been selected the U.S. Small
Business Administration’s “Michigan Women in
Business Champion of the Year” for 2005. She
was honored on Thursday, April 28, at a special
black-tie awards banquet in East Lansing, where
Governor Jennifer Granholm was keynote
speaker. Rita is the executive director of Grand
Rapids Opportunities for Women (GROW).
David B. Wissink ’78 of Cortland, N.Y., has been
named executive director of Exceptional Family
Resources, a nonprofit organization serving about
2,000 developmentally disabled people and their
families in Central New York. Prior to taking the
new position in February, he was vice president
of development and community support for the
J.M. Murray Center in Cortland, which serves
about 700 clients.
Bob Synk ’79 of Grand Rapids, Mich., is serving
on the board of the Michigan chapter of
Democrats for Life of America.
Stephen W. Van Dop ’79 of Gahanna, Ohio,
earned a D.Min. degree (please see “Advanced
Degrees”). His dissertation, titled “Connecting
with God: Exploring the Language, Motivation,
and Three Strategic Evidences in Conversion to
Christ,” was selected from those of all doctoral
candidates for 2004 and honored for “Excellence
in Writing and Research” by the faculty of Asbury
Seminary in Lexington, Ky.
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1980s

Beth Botsis ’80 of Fairfax, Va., presented an Art
Song recital in Grand Rapids, Mich., in November
for the Celebration of Music Concert Series.
Diane L. Barr ’80 Brace of Centreville, Va., is a
senior clinician with Mental Health Services of the
Fairfax-Falls Church Community Services Board
office in Chantilly, Va. Her son is almost 14 years
old, and she reports that she enjoys times with
family, her pets, genealogy, computerized photo
albums, gardening for butterflies and hummingbirds, needlepoint, and knitting.
Timothy C. Griffin ’80 of Fort Worth, Texas, is
the director of pediatric hematology/oncology at
Cook Children’s Medical Center. His area of
research interest is in non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma,
and he leads a national protocol for B-cell lymphoma. He is chairman of the practice committee
of the American Society of Pediatric
Hematology/Oncology.
Kim Nagy ’80 of Jenison, Mich., played the piano
for the Art Song recital of Beth Botsis ’80 in
November in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ann Helmus ’80 VanEerden of Grand Rapids,
Mich., has been an assistant professor of communication at Calvin College since 1984. She reports
that she is a happy church and Christian school
volunteer while growing with three wonderful
sons.
Mastaneh Masghati ’81 of Naperville, Ill., is vice
president of Fifth Third Bank in Rolling
Meadows, Ill.
Craig S. Morford ’81 of Rocky River, Ohio, a first
assistant U.S. attorney, has returned to his former
office in Cleveland, Ohio, following 15 months
spent in Detroit presiding over the government’s
review of a 2003 terrorism conviction.
Daborah Lockhart ’82 Jarvis of Washington, D.C.,
recently accepted a position as head of media relations for Pepco Holdings Inc., the electric utility
that services the nation’s capitol. She was formerly a news anchor and reporter for NBC in
Washington.
Eva Dean ’83 Folkert of Holland, Mich., was the
2005 recipient of the college’s sixth annual
“Vanderbush-Weller Development Fund” award
for strong, positive impact on students. Please see
the story on page 16 for more information.
David MacKenzie ’83 of Spring Lake, Mich., was
recently featured in an article in the Grand Rapids
Press on landscape challenges. He is owner of
Hortech in Spring Lake, and the author of
Premium Plants, a book on groundcovers, grasses
and environmental issues.
Lori Siegel ’85 Cook of Comstock Park, Mich.,
has been recognized for the second year in a row
for her broadcasts as Maranda on WOTV-TV in
Grand Rapids, Mich. The board of directors and
foundation trustees of American Women in Radio
and Television will present her with the Gracie
Allen Award at a ceremony in New York City on
Thursday, June 23. She is being recognized for
her “Connect” segments, which focus on such
topics as adolescent development, violence and
teens, Internet safety, teens and drinking, and the
media’s impact on children.
Erik B. Flom ’85 of Chicago, Ill., is a principal at
the law firm of Welsh & Katz Ltd. in Chicago.
Lisa Gargano ’85 of Alexandria, Va., is director of
human resources and administration for USA
Rice Federation in Arlington, Va.
Kathy Kaehler-Koch ’85 of Hidden Hills, Calif., is
the fitness expert for NBC’s Today show. Her new
book, Kathy Kaehler’s Celebrity Workouts: How to
Get a Hollywood Body in Just 30 Minutes a Day, was
published in December.
Eric R. Meyer ’86 of Steamboat Springs, Colo., is
an anesthesiologist. He summitted Mount
Everest via the Northeast Ridge with another
American on May 26, 2004. He also has volunteered in Romania, Vietnam, Kenya and Brazil
with Operation Smile, a medical volunteer group
which does cleft lip and palate surgery on children in developing countries.
Terri L. Herman ’87 of Rochester Hills, Mich., is
a senior account executive for Marx Layne &
Company, a full-service marketing and public
relations firm.
Greg Olgers ’87 of Holland, Mich., continues to
work at Hope as director of news media services
and editor of news from Hope College. He has been
at the college since October of 1988, and this is his
100th issue of the paper.
Dyck Van Koevering ’87 of DeWitt, Mich., is
general counsel for the Insurance Institute of
Michigan in Lansing, Mich.
David Angus ’88 of Kansas City, Mo., has been
named the new service coordinator of Project
Redirect of Wyandot Center for Community
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Behavioral Healthcare. The program works with
youth who have come to the attention of law
enforcement officers or been involved in the judicial system.
Julie Cataldo ’88 of Webster, N.Y., has been
working as an editor at Thomson West, a legal
publisher in Rochester, N.Y., for eight years. She
has also been pursuing a master’s degree in social
work, which she will complete in May 2006. She
reports that where this new direction will lead is
yet to be determined.
Kevin Cole ’88 of Adrian, Mich., has been named
the new track coach at Hope, effective with the
2005-06 academic year. He will also have the academic rank of associate professor. Most recently
he has been associate professor and chair of the
department of exercise science and physical education at Adrian College.
Brian Pereira ’88 of Sydney, Australia, has taken
over the Asian consulting operations in Sydney of
a Carter Holt Harvey business unit called
Oxygen. He reports that he left IBM to take on the
challenge of running a supply chain consulting
business. Carter Holt Harvey is a resources
company owned by International Paper and
based in New Zealand.
Johnnie Tuitel ’88 of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
featured in an article in the Sunday, March 27,
issue of the Grand Rapids Press about his work as
an author, speaker, advocate, and founder of
Alternatives in Motion, a charity that raises
money to buy wheelchairs for people who could
not otherwise get them.
Peter Paul ’89 of Little Falls, N.J., made a presentation during the National Academy of Teacher
Educators annual conference in Fairfax, Va. The
one and one-half hour presentation dealt with
classroom research by teachers and ways to use
that research to have an influence on teacher policies. He is the program and personnel director of
Teachers Network, located in New York City with
affiliates throughout the U.S. and in England and
Ireland. The aim of the non-profit organization is
to encourage classroom research and to disseminate that research to both classroom teachers and
to those who might have an influence on educational policy.
90s

1990s

Carl Aronson ’90 of Grand Blanc, Mich., was promoted from assistant to associate professor of
chemistry with tenure in the department of
science and mathematics at Kettering University
(formerly General Motors Institute) in Flint,
Mich., in March 2005. He and his family spent the
2004 winter term in Boston, Mass., where he was
an industrial scientific research consultant in electronic polymers, and the 2005 winter term in
Pensacola, Fla., where he was a visiting professor
of chemistry at the University of West Florida. He
recently received the Best Poster Award sponsored by the Michelin Americas Research and
Development Corporation at the 2005 Annual
Meeting of the Adhesion Society in Mobile, Ala.
The award was for his research concerning a
novel surface treatment of polyethylene. He
reports that he enjoys coaching the Kettering
University lacrosse club team and refereeing high
school lacrosse throughout Southeastern
Michigan.
Cynthia Schutt ’90 Aronson of Grand Blanc,
Mich., home schools her three children, Samuel
(age nine), Susannah (age six) and Abigail (age
three). She also regularly teaches summer science
camps for middle school and high school girls
and serves as a chemistry laboratory instructor at
Kettering University in Flint, Mich. She reports
that she enjoys volunteering for a variety of children’s activities at her church and has returned to
jogging in preparation for long distance races.
She recently finished a 10-mile road race and is
training for a half-marathon.
Jennifer Van Dine ’90 Benne of Jefferson City,
Mo., is an assistant professor at Columbia
College.
Dan Beyer ’90 of Surprise, Ariz., is pastor of The
Journey, an RCA church in Surprise that held its
first worship service on Sunday, Sept. 30, 2001.
Steve Kozera ’90 of Lansing, Mich., is the federal
and state legislative liaison for the Michigan
Department of Military and Veterans Affairs and
the Michigan National Guard. His responsibilities frequently take him to Washington, D.C.,
where he works on Capitol Hill or at the Pentagon
with Michigan’s representatives and senators,
and with high-ranking military officials. His
responsibilities include securing funding for military construction projects for the Michigan
National Guard and serving as chief of protocol.

He was appointed to the position by the Adjutant
General, Major General Thomas Cutler, who was
appointed by current Michigan Governor Jennifer
Granholm. He previously served as the military
and veterans liaison to former Michigan
Governor John Engler.
Mpine Qakisa ’90 Makoe of the United Kingdom
spoke at the college on Monday, April 4. As a
professor of communication, author, Christian
activist and founder of a home for orphaned children of AIDS, she shared her knowledge about
what she has observed will and will not work in
the struggle against the AIDS pandemic in Africa.
Chris Norton ’90 of Dusseldorf, Germany, and his
wife have four children, Emmy (age six), Brendan
(age four), Will (age two) and Maggie (please see
“New Arrivals”).
Bob Anderle ’91 of Chicago, Ill., served from 2000
to 2002 as a pastor at Ravenswood Presbyterian
Church in Chicago, during which time he traveled to Cuba to learn about the Presbyterian
Church presence there. He returned to the social
work field in 2002 and continues working for
Catholic Charities. He reports that he has moved
back to the city’s south side and is now, after
many years of dreaming about it, making a go of
being a singer/songwriter. His first solo acoustic
CD, flesh, was independently released in March
and is available on the Web.
John C. Lillie III ’92 of Stillwater, Minn., has been
selected as a Minnesota Rising Star Super Lawyer,
an honor for which only 2.5 percent of the attorneys in Minnesota are chosen. He is an associate
attorney with Dudley & Smith P.A., a general litigation firm, and has practiced criminal defense,
DWI defense and juvenile law since 1998.
Ivy Moser ’92 moved back to the U.S. in April
after living in Japan and teaching English for the
past few years.
Eric D. Fielding ’93 of Lindenhurst, Ill., is a postdoctoral resident at Allendale Association in Lake
Villa, Ill. He recently earned a Ph.D. (please see
“Advanced Degrees”).
Christina B. Nielsen ’93 of Grayslake, Ill., is
global air, ocean and courier manager for the
Global Pharmaceutical Operations Division of
Abbott Laboratories. She has been focusing much
of her attention on re-engineering Abbott’s distribution network in Europe by working on
transportation projects. She has spent the better
part of the past year living outside of Amsterdam

in the Netherlands to facilitate her work on the
project, and recently won an Abbott President’s
Award for her work.
Seth L. Parker ’93 of Three Rivers, Mich., is assistant principal at the Constantine (Mich.) Public
Schools middle school.
Wendy Schroeder ’93 of Phoenix, Ariz., is
working in a four-veterinarian small animal practice in Phoenix.
Stephanie Grier ’93 Van Koevering of DeWitt,
Mich., is public relations consultant for Marketing
Resource Group in Lansing, Mich.
Brian L. Watkins ’93 of Washington, D.C., began
his appointment as director of the office of parent
and family affairs at the University of Maryland
in January. He reports that it was an adjustment
moving from Chicago to D.C., but he loves his
new job and looks forward to starting to pursue a
Ph.D. at Maryland in the fall.
Donna Bolenz ’94 Lindley of Rochester Hills,
Mich., started her own business, Organize Your
World Inc., in February 2004 in Rochester Hills.
She is a professional organizer who services both
residential and business clients.
Janet Hernandez ’95 Piccolo of Grand Rapids,
Mich., is the childhood lead poisoning prevention
outreach coordinator for the Kent County Health
Department and the City of Grand Rapids Lead
Hazard Control Program.
Olga Ananina ’96 is living in Bangalore, India, for
two years and working for Goldman Sachs & Co.
She had previously worked for Whirlpool Corp.
in Michigan for one year.
Erick Chittle ’96 of Traverse City, Mich., is dean
of students and English teacher at Traverse City
St. Francis High School.
Kevin Dahlman ’96 recently earned an M.D.
(please see “Advanced Degrees”) and will be
working as a resident physician in pediatrics at
Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin in Milwaukee,
Wis., for the next three years.
Amy R. Grasman ’96 of Pueblo, Colo., is an attorney in criminal defense and domestic relations for
the Law Offices for J.E. Losavio.
Jason van Namen ’96 of Atlanta, Ga., is vice president/associate director of marketing for Modem
Media Inc.
Anne Bartuszevige ’97 of La Grande, Ore., recently earned a Ph.D. (“please see “Advanced
Degrees”) and is a postdoctoral researcher at
Oregon State University’s Eastern Oregon
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Agriculture Research Station in Union, Ore.
Anne Horton ’97 of Chicago, Ill., is working at
National-Louis University in Chicago where she
is also working on a master’s degree in special
education. She is also taking classes to become an
alcohol and other drug abuse (AODA) counselor.
Alison Beukelman ’98 Barat of Winter Haven,
Fla., is a special education teacher for secondary
school-age TMH students at the Karen M. Siegel
Academy in Lake Alfred, Fla.
Susan Feldkamp ’98 was honored at a reception
on Friday, April 22, in recognition of her retirement from the college following 21 years of
service: 17 years in the office of the provost and,
most recently, four years in college advancement
as manager of the Hope Fund. She and her
husband have moved to a new home in Driggs,
Idaho, in the Teton Valley.
Miriam Garcellano ’98 recently earned a D.O.
degree (please see “Advanced Degrees”) and
plans to pursue a family medicine residency for
the next three years at Providence Hospital in
Southfield, Mich., starting July 1.
Carrie Waterloo ’98 Krause of Grand Rapids,
Mich., has resigned from her full-time position at
Baker Publishing Group in Ada, Mich. She is
doing freelance editorial work so she can stay
home with her daughter (please see “New
Arrivals”).
Sufjan Stevens ’98 of Brooklyn, N.Y., performed
at Calvin College’s Festival of Faith and Music on
Friday, April 1, in Grand Rapids. The festival features musicians who are Christians and also part
of the popular music industry.
Gwen Veldhof ’99 Brandt of Saginaw, Mich.,
earned an M.D. (please see “Advanced Degrees”)
and will begin a family medicine residency at
Synergy Medical Alliance in Saginaw in July.
Robert L. Brandt ’99 of Saginaw, Mich., earned an
M.D. (please see “Advanced Degrees”) and will
begin an emergency medicine residency at
Synergy Medical Alliance in Saginaw in July.
Jennifer Warren ’99 Callendar of Holland, Mich.,
is a French teacher at Grandville (Mich.) Middle
School.
Nicole Dennis ’99 of Indianapolis, Ind., recently
earned an M.D. (please see “Advanced Degrees”)
and will begin a residency in obstetrics and gynecology at Riverside Methodist Hospital in
Columbus, Ohio.
Kelli Draeger ’99 Esteves of Rockford, Mich., is a
doctoral associate in the special education department of Western Michigan University.
Michelle S. Ouellette ’99 of Milford, Mich.,
recently earned a Ph.D. (please see “Advanced
Degrees”) and will begin teaching in the astronomy department at Laurentian University in
Sudbury, Ontario, this fall.
Megan Radcliffe ’99 of New York City created
and produced an improv show at Gotham City
Improv called MEET MARKET. Kara Lee Burk
’00 was also in the show. It ran on six consecutive
Fridays, April 15 through May 20. Megan reports
that she has been studying improv for the past
two years and loves living in NYC.
Reiko Sagioka ’99 of New York City markets and
sells Advantage Human Resourcing service to
mainly Japanese firms located in the U.S. working
with parent company American Crystal Inc.
Kerry Gross ’99 Williams of Kalamazoo, Mich., is
coordinator of resource development for Catholic
Family Services.
00s

00s

Kara Lee Burk ’00 of Astoria, N.Y., appeared this
spring in the Gotham City Improv show MEET
MARKET, created and produced by Megan
Radcliffe ’99.
Sara Coke ’00 of Traverse City, Mich., recently
bought a house. She is attending nursing school
at Northwestern Michigan College and also
working at an adult foster care for Alzheimer’s
and dementia patients.
Clinton Randall ’00 of Louisville, Ky., is working

toward a Master of Divinity degree and a Master
of Marriage and Family Therapy degree at
Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary.
Katie Shelley ’00 of Philadelphia, Pa., is working
toward a Montessori early childhood education
credential and a master’s degree in early childhood education at Chestnut Hill College in
Philadelphia.
John Shoemaker ’00 of Rochester, N.Y., is in his
second year of studies for a Ph.D. in philosophy at
the University of Rochester.
Angela Visser ’00 Terpsma of Holland, Mich.,
has been promoted to commercial loan officer at
Paragon Bank & Trust, where she began her
career in 2002.
Timothy Anderson ’01 of Somerville, Mass., is a
science teacher at Shore Country Day School in
Beverly, Mass.
Elizabeth Flory ’01 of Taylor, Mich., has been promoted from residential program manager to
facility manager at Rainbow Rehabilitation
Centers, a CARF accredited company that provides residential and outpatient treatment for
clients with traumatic brain injury.
Dana Iler ’01 of Kentwood, Mich., is a real estate
salesperson for Greenridge Realty in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Melissa Millett ’01 of La Grange Park, Ill., is a
school social worker for the River Trails School
District in Mount Prospect, Ill.
Adam Reddick ’01 of Auburn, Mich., is working
on a Juris Doctor degree at Thomas M. Cooley Law
School in Lansing, Mich.
Melanie Lofquist ’01 Ward of Clawson, Mich., is
an English teacher at Brother Rice High School in
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
Sarah Werner ’01 of Winthrop, Mass., is a social
worker at St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in
Boston, Mass., in the NICU/maternity/postpartum units.
Autumn Brown ’02 of Mount Pleasant, Mich.,
works in accounts payable at McBride Quality
Care Services. She has a daughter, Hannah.
Joshua Carstens ’02 of Marietta, Ga., recently
bought a house and will be pursuing a Master of
Arts in professional writing with creative writing
emphasis at Kennesaw State University in
Atlanta, Ga.
Mary E. Disbrow ’02 of Canton, Mich., is a pharmaceutical sales representative for Forest
Pharmaceuticals.
David J. Lichtenberger ’02 of Indianapolis, Ind.,
is a lawyer with Nelson & Frankenberger, a firm
on the north side of Indianapolis that specializes
in real estate law. He took the Indiana Bar examination in February and passed.
Cheri Cecil ’02 Phelps of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has been working in the education department at
the Grand Rapids Art Museum since February
2004. She recently taught the museum’s Junior
Fellows program.
Chris Sizemore ’02 and Elizabeth Winne ’03
Sizemore recently moved from Ann Arbor,
Mich., to Kalamazoo, Mich. Chris took a position
as fund development specialist with Haven of
Rest Ministries of Battle Creek, Mich. Beth is continuing in her position as marketing associate,
communications, with Stryker-Leibinger Micro
Implants.
Rebecca Wiechman ’02 of Ann Arbor, Mich., is a
marketing systems specialist for Borders Group
Inc.
Katie Bauman ’03 of Holland, Mich., is coordinator of student support services at Kendall College
of Art and Design in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Meredith Bulkeley ’03 of Holland, Mich., is on
staff at West Ottawa-Zeeland Young Life.
Charlie Kleinheksel ’03 of Grandville, Mich.,
taught physical education classes at Corpus
Christi Catholic School in Holland, Mich., from
November through March.
Quincy Marr ’03 of Brooklyn, N.Y., performed in
a cabaret show on Friday and Saturday, April 29
and 30, at the Park Theatre in Holland, Mich. He
teamed up with Fred Tessler to bring the world
premier of “’S Marrvelous: Quincy Marr in

Concert” to the Holland stage as part of the theatre’s “Live at the Park” series.
Lindsay Pollard-Post ’03 of Holland, Mich., is a
writer for People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA), located in Norfolk, Va. She
works from her home.
Adam Stachecki ’03 of Arlington, Va., has been
promoted to executive assistant to Rep. Candice
Miller (R-Mich.).
He will serve as a
liaison/scheduler between the congresswoman
and her constituents. He previously served as
staff assistant and legislative correspondent.
Amber Whitehouse ’03 of Madison, Wis., is a
marketing assistant for Artesyn Technologies in
Madison.
Gavin Deming ’04 and Joanna Wiens ’04
Deming recently moved to Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sarah Gonzales ’04 is a legislative aide to
Michigan State Representative Andy Dillon in
Lansing, Mich.
Meridith DeAvila ’04 of Holland, Mich., accompanied members of the college’s sacred dance
team on a spring break trip to Cuba. The Grand
Rapids Press ran a feature story on the group’s
experience in the Sunday, April 24, edition.
J.K. Granberg-Michaelson ’04 is teaching for
Amity in China for two years.
Rachel Peckenpaugh ’04 Johnson of Galesburg,
Mich., works for the Kellogg Company of Battle
Creek, Mich.
Abby Timmer ’04 Kleinheksel of Grandville,
Mich., is an English teacher at Grandville High
School.
Christopher Koopmans ’04 of Chicago, Ill., is an
applications examiner for the Federal Reserve in
Chicago.
Kelly Nitz ’04 of Virginia Beach, Va., is pursuing
a Master of Divinity degree with emphasis in the
area of Christian counseling at Regent University.
She reports that she continues to follow where
God will lead her.
Rebekah Oegema ’04 of Lawton, Mich., is
worship arts director at a new church plant, The
River Church, in Kalamazoo, Mich., developing a
worship program and leading music each week.
She reports that she plans to move to Nashville in
the next few months to pursue a career in music.
Joseph Oosterheert ’04 of Grandville, Mich.,
coaches varsity baseball at Holland (Mich.) High
School.
Anna C. Sutton ’04 of Howell, Mich., is a kindergarten special education teacher at Northwest
Elementary School in the Howell Public Schools.
She is pursuing an M.A. in educational leadership—higher education/student affairs at Eastern
Michigan University.
Class of 2005

Class of 2005

Steve Adair ’05 moved to East Lansing, Mich.,
and began working as a staff accountant with
Abraham & Gaffney P.C. on Monday, May 16.
Jill Adamski ’05 is working with the Beaufort
County School District in South Carolina.
Laurel Anne Albonico ’05 will be pursuing a
Master of Social Work degree at Grand Valley
State University.
Hannah Kay Allen ’05 will be attending a condensed one-year term at the Center for
Humanistic Studies to receive a master’s degree
in clinical and humanistic psychology, following
which she plans to work in the field for three
years and return for a Psy.D. degree.
Emily Arbut ’05 will continue studies at Hope
with the Chicago Semester Program.
Elizabeth Ash ’05 will be taking courses at
Michigan State University this fall and interning
at a museum.
Megan Augustson ’05 is a tax associate at BDO
Seidman LLP in Chicago, Ill.
Tara Baase ’05 will return to Hope to complete
teacher certification.
Matt Baer ’05 will complete his student teaching
at Allegan (Mich.) High School and then substitute in the West Michigan area, looking for

permanent employment at a local high school.
He will be living in Holland, Mich., and also
waiting tables at Pereddies.
Anne Baker ’05 will continue studying at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Katrina Baker ’05 is moving to Washington, D.C.,
to take a job with the National Organization for
Women (NOW) as a workshop planner. She
reports that while she enjoys planning events, she
is unable to plan her life for more than one week
into the future, and that keeps things lively.
Michelle Barton ’05 will be pursuing a master’s
degree in child development at the Erikson
Institute in Chicago, Ill., in the fall.
Tyler Basler ’05 is a production manager for
Lakeshore Video.
Jennifer Bassman ’05 will be studying at Johns
Hopkins University for a Ph.D. in systems analysis and economics for public decision making
within the Department of Geography and
Environmental Engineering.
Jennifer Beers ’05 is an accountant at Plante &
Moran in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Amy Blok-Knoup ’05 will be moving to
Wisconsin with her husband to begin graduate
school in 2006 at the University of Wisconsin in
applied English linguistics in the hope of becoming an ESL instructor.
David Boersma ’05 will begin a six-month-long
journey in July, backpacking by foot from New
York City to San Francisco, Calif. During the
3,000-mile trek, he reports that he intends to
pursue a career in photography and hopes to
further develop his character as a result of the
conversations and experiences he has along the
way.
David Boes ’05 will pursue a Master of Divinity
degree at Western Theological Seminary.
Brian Boom ’05 will be working at J&L Roofing
until he finds a job as a youth director in an area
church.
Luke Brenner ’05 is an auction manager for
Norton Auctioneers of Coldwater, Mich.
Kelly S. Brown ’05 will be working at Deer Valley
Ranch in Colorado for the summer.
Vance Brown ’05 will continue his studies next
fall at the University of Denver School of
International Studies to pursue a degree in
humanitarian development administration. The
degree combines three quarters of on-campus
scholastics with two years in the Peace Corps, to
which he has been accepted.
Chris Buck ’05 will be looking for a teaching job
in Michigan. Next fall he will substitute and
coach in the Kalamazoo area if he is not yet
employed.
Joshua Burkhour ’05 plans to attend Grand
Valley State University to study for a degree as a
physician assistant.
Lisa Burgess ’05 is going to student teach for
another semester.
Sara Burns ’05 plans to either work in a hospital
or attend medical school.
Emily Cable ’05 is arts coordinator for Upper
Arlington Parks and Recreation in Columbus,
Ohio.
Lauren Caluory ’05 is moving to Traverse City,
Mich.
Meghan Carrier ’05 will be teaching English in
Central Asia with the Peace Corps.
Dan Carter ’05 will attend Princeton Theological
Seminary in Princeton, N.J.
Cari Chapin ’05 is moving to East Lansing, Mich.,
in the fall to begin at least two years of study for
a master’s degree in flute performance at
Michigan State University.
Matthew Chatelain ’05 is a sales representative
with Pepsi.
Bridget Chervenka ’05 plans to move to New
York City and work as a freelance technician in
theatre.
Alfred Chimoski ’05 is a financial advisor with
the Centennial Group in Lansing, Mich.
Mike Chovaz ’05 is working at Muskegon Area
First.
Richard Cnossen ’05 will continue at Hope to
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complete his studies.
Cassandra Colegrove ’05 plans to stay in
Holland, Mich., for one year and then attend
graduate school.
Erin Collison ’05 is living in Grand Rapids, Mich.,
and working in the neonatal intensive care unit at
DeVos Children’s Hospital.
John Cowen ’05 is with the Peace Corps.
Mitchell Cumings ’05 will continue at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Jonathan Currey ’05 will pursue an M.D. at
Michigan State University.
Jenelle M. Dame ’05 will be attending Case
Western Reserve University in the fall in the
advanced-standing Master of Social Work
program. She reports that after completing the
program, she is interested in joining the
Americorps for a year and then attending law
school. She hopes to then get a position developing social work policy at the state or local level.
Tara Darter ’05 will pursue a dual-track M.Div.
and MSW at Western Theological Seminary.
Benjamin DeHaan ’05 is returning to Hope to
complete his teaching degree.
Charles De Leeuw ’05 will be pursuing a Ph.D. in
clinical psychology at Fuller Theological
Seminary next fall.
Ryan W. DeMann ’05 is going to Philadelphia,
Pa., for a summer internship as an investment
representative, and then moving to Florida.
Daniel DeMarse ’05 is employed with the JET
program in Japan.
Brianna DiSalvio ’05 is going to Philadelphia,
Pa., for an internship.
Quyen Do ’05 is continuing at Hope for further
studies.
James Doherty ’05 is employed as a low-voltage
electrician.
Emily Doran ’05 will be working as a technical
underwriter for Wausau Insurance Companies in
Downers Grove, Ill.
Wylie Douglass III ’05 will be acting in Chicago,
Ill., during the summer and taking education
courses in the fall.
Lori E. Dowdy ’05 will be a staff auditor at Capin
Crouse LLP in Greenwood, Ind.
Jozette Dunlap ’05 is an R.N. with Mercy General
Health Partners (Mercy Hospital) in Muskegon,
Mich.
Joe Dykstra ’05 will be attending graduate school
at Western Michigan University for a master’s
degree in athletic training with an emphasis in
sports management.
Jillian English ’05 is a staff accountant for Plante
& Moran in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Kathy Ewing ’05 will attend the University of
Pittsburgh for a Ph.D. in analytical chemistry. She
hopes to move there and begin research with a
professor this month. At the same time, she will
be looking for a place where she can speak a lot of
German.
Ashley Farr ’05 will be the varsity cheerleading
coach at Holland (Mich.) High School and continue looking for a job in marketing.
Lesli Fisher ’05 will be attending the University of
Michigan College of Pharmacy in the Pharm.D.
program.
Jennifer Folkert ’05 will pursue a master’s degree
in civil engineering, specifically construction
engineering and management, at Purdue
University in the fall.
Kari Foust ’05 is working with PETA’s quarterly
magazine in Norfolk, Va., from May through
August.
Jacquelyn Funk ’05 has been assistant curator of
education at the Muskegon County Museum
since she graduated last December.
Sarah Gardner ’05 will move to Philadelphia, Pa.,
this fall and attend Thomas Jefferson College of
Medicine.
Zachary Garrett ’05 began attending the
University of Michigan Law School this month.
Brittany Gasper ’05 will be studying for a Master
of Science in microbiology at Purdue University.
Steven Gendrikovs ’05 will be attending the
Thomas M. Cooley School of Law this fall.
Adam Giroux ’05 will be attending graduate
school at the University of Michigan School of
Public Health.
Andrea R. Gramm ’05 plans to move to Ann
Arbor, Mich., to be on staff as an accountant at
Plante & Moran, a public accounting firm. She
will also be taking the CPA exam this summer.
Marcy Haik ’05 is an R.N. at Spectrum Health
(Butterworth campus) in Grand Rapids, Mich., in
labor and delivery.
Stephanie Hartsell ’05 is working as a registered
nurse at Children’s Hospital of Austin, Texas.
Jonathan Hausler ’05 is an audit staff worker at
Plante & Moran in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Nina Healy ’05 will be teaching in inner-city
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Chicago for the summer and she hopes to get a job
for the fall.
Erica Heeg ’05 is teaching middle school English
and history at the Nefertari American
International School in Cairo, Egypt.
Erin Hess ’05 will be pursuing a Master of Social
Work degree at Western Michigan University.
Jeffrey Heydlauff ’05 is customer service
manager/salesman at Action Water Sports in
Hudsonville, Mich.
John Hile ’05 is administrative assistant II at
Advantage Computing Systems in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Rebecca Hillegonds ’05 is an R.N. at DeVos
Children’s Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kelli Hoogerhyde ’05 is a staff auditor at
PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Detroit, Mich.
Andrew Hoort ’05 is a commercial credit analyst
for Mercantile Bank of West Michigan in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Megan Jager ’05 is an R.N. at Zeeland
Community Hospital on the med-surg floor.
Kris L. James ’05 will student teach at Hamilton
(Mich.) Middle School. Upon completing his
teaching degree next fall, he plans to substitute
teach while he looks for a full-time position.
Christopher Johnson ’05 is a software developer
for Lean Logistics in Holland, Mich.
Jessica Johnson ’05 will continue studies at Hope
to complete her degree.
Wendy Johnson ’05 will be student teaching in
the fall to complete teacher certification.
Stephanie Judd ’05 will be pursuing an M.D. at
the Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee,
Wis.
Katherine B. Julian ’05 is going to Japan on
Sunday, July 31, as a JET Program participant.
She will be working as a coordinator for international relations in one of Japan’s local government
offices for one year.
Peter Kachur ’05 is working in the pharmaceutical industry as a research chemist. He will be
applying to medical school this summer for the
fall of 2006.
Andrea Kaffka ’05 has an internship in Chicago,

Ill., this fall.
Jacob Kain ’05 is the volunteer recruitment coordinator at Lakeshore Center for Independent
Living.
Dan Kampsen ’05 is starting law school in the fall
at the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Audra King ’05 is on the audit staff of Plante &
Moran in St. Joseph, Mich.
Jack Klunder ’05 is planning to continue studies
at Hope to complete teacher certification and also
finish his commercial pilot’s license.
Rebecca Knooihuizen ’05 is moving to
Washington, D.C., to work as an intelligence
analyst for the U.S. Department of State, Bureau
of Diplomatic Security.
Stephanie Kortering ’05 is going to graduate
school at Michigan State University to study for a
Ph.D. in zoology. She hopes to become a college
professor.
Kerrie Krahn ’05 is working at a summer camp in
Plainwell, Mich. She hopes to join the Peace
Corps in October.
Loren Kronemeyer ’05 is working in Chicago, Ill.,
for KPMG in the transaction services department
doing auditing/attestation services. He works
specifically with acquisitions and mergers of corporate accounts.
Lindsey Kuipers ’05 is working at Cran Hill
Ranch in Rodney, Mich., as the health officer for
the camp. At the end of the summer, she will be
applying to hospitals for a nursing position.
Rachel Kuiphof ’05 is an R.N. at Zeeland
Community Hospital in surgery.
Aubrey Kurtze ’05 is a sales associate for
Shoreline Realtors in Douglas, Mich.
Krista Kwiecki ’05 will be teaching in Princeton,
N.J.
Lindsay Lagios ’05 plans to study psychology in
graduate school at Western Michigan University.
Christopher Lam ’05 is a staff accountant for BDO
Seidman in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sarah Lamer ’05 will attend Michigan State
University for a master’s degree in social work in
the fall.

Emily Liang ’05 will finish her dance degree this
fall and then move to Chicago, Ill., to audition for
dance companies.
James M. Librizzi ’05 is engaged in a job search in
the Southwest Chicago, Ill., area in pursuit of a
career as a high school biology teacher.
Andrew Lick ’05 has been admitted into the master’s program in fine and decorative art at
Sotheby’s Institute of Art in London.
Samuel Lien ’05 is studying in Mexico at a hospital that teaches Spanish medical terminology. He
will enter medical school this fall.
Kelsey Lillmars ’05 plans to work with youth in a
Spanish-speaking community.
Christopher Lininger ’05 began working on
Tuesday, May 10, as an NT administrator in
Kalamazoo, Mich., for Computer Sciences
Corporation at Borgess Health Alliance.
Stacey Lizzo ’05 is returning home to Naperville,
Ill., where she will be working as an account
manager at Honeywell.
Jennifer Lowe ’05 has an R.N. position at
Spectrum’s DeVos Children’s Hospital (Grand
Rapids, Mich.) in the pediatric hematology/
oncology unit.
Elizabeth Martin ’05 is doing an internship at
Allegan (Mich.) Community Mental Health this
summer. Following that, she hopes to move to
Philadelphia to work and go to graduate school.
Jeffrey D. Martindale ’05 will attend the Lake
Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine in the fall to
pursue a Doctorate of Osteopathy degree.
Bethany Martynowicz ’05 will be studying for a
master’s degree in French at the University of
Missouri-Columbia.
Jessica Maynard ’05 will be student teaching in
the fall, after which she will await the return of
her husband from Iraq and then settle down in
the Fort Hood, Texas, area.
Gary J. McBride ’05 has been accepted to the
Michigan State University College of Osteopathic
Medicine. He has chosen to defer for one year,
during which time he will spend five months
working construction in Alaska, followed by
three months of mission work in Africa and then

Campus Notes
(Continued from page 16.)
Dr. Andre wrote the book in collaboration with Dr. Patricia Rubio, who is a
professor and chair of the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures at
Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. The text explores the ways in which
collaborative works, influences and intertextualities have contributed to the
development of literary and artistic discourses in the field of feminine/feminist
Latin American studies.
Faculty member Linda Graham’s dance
“Chair Study - Part I” has found a new
home in the Outreach/Education program
of the famous Joffrey Ballet, based in
Chicago, Ill.
Originally choreographed for Aerial
Dance Theater in 1989, the popular dance
was performed in the repertory of Aerial for
10 years, during which time it was also performed by the Grand Rapids Ballet under
the direction of Charthelle Arthur. When
Arthur became Ballet Mistress for the Joffrey
Ballet in Chicago, she recalled the success of
“Chair Study” as she and her colleagues
planned the Joffrey Outreach program, and
subsequently contacted Professor Graham
about setting the piece on Joffrey.
Professor Graham is a professor of dance
at Hope, where she has been a member of
the faculty since 1983. She co-founded
Aerial Dance Theater, which is an affiliate of
the college’s department of dance, in 1986
with Kate McGory and the late Judith
Brooky-Green, and served as the company’s
artistic director or co-artistic director until
2004.
Dr. William Pannapacker, who is an

assistant professor of English and Towsley
Research Scholar, made presentations in
April during two international conferences
scheduled in celebration of the 150th
anniversary of the publication of Walt
Whitman’s Leaves of Grass.
The conferences are among multiple
scholarly gatherings marking the July 1855
publication of the groundbreaking volume
of poetry.
The first of the two conferences, “‘Leaves
of Grass’: The 150th Anniversary
Conference,” was held at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln on Thursday-Saturday,
March 31-April 2. Dr. Pannapacker presented “‘Leaves of Grass’ and the Cities of
Whitman’s Memory.”
The second event, “Whitman and Place,”
was sponsored by Rutgers University and
was held on Thursday-Saturday, April 2123, in Camden, N.J. Dr. Pannapacker
presented “Walt Whitman’s Philadelphia.”
Dr. Pannapacker’s presentations reflected his ongoing work for a forthcoming
book, which will focus on the cities in which
Whitman lived, particularly Philadelphia.
Dr. Joanne Stewart, professor of chemistry, was one of only 21 college and
university faculty nationwide named a
Carnegie Scholar for 2005-06 by the
Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning.
Through support from the program, she
will develop a course at the college that will
be intended to provide not only lessons for
students to learn, but also insights for her to
share with colleagues nationwide concerning how they learn.
The Carnegie
recognition even provides for opportunities

to get together with the other scholars and
compare notes.
Dr. Stewart is working on the project
with Dr. Tricia Ferrett, a member of the
faculty at Carleton College in Northfield,
Minn., who has also been named one of the
2005-06 Carnegie Scholars. Together they
are developing a general education course
focused on climate change. The course will
be offered at both institutions, debuting at
Hope in the spring of 2006.
Drs. Stewart and Ferrett have chosen
their topic because it offers no simple
answers and draws on a variety of disciplines—just the sort of real-life situation for
which they’d like to help students prepare.
The lessons will include the reality that the
disciplines not only have different insights
to contribute, but also process information
in different ways.
Drs. Stewart and Ferrett are basing their
approach on theories of student learning
that see understanding as a progression that
ultimately should involve the ability to
commit to a perspective on complex issues
based on a combination of knowledge and
one’s personal values.
Dr. Gordon Van Wylen, president emeritus, and Dr. Margaret Van Wylen served as
grand marshals of the Tulip Time
“Volksparade” in Holland, Mich., on
Wednesday, May 11.
Dr. Gordon Van Wylen was president of
Hope from 1972 until retiring in 1987. Both
have remained actively involved in the
Holland community in the years since.
In addition, Al McGeehan ’66, mayor of
Holland since 1993, was grand marshal of the
“Muziekparade” on Saturday, May 14.
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more traveling. He will start medical school in
July 2006.
Allison McCabe ’05 is doing a summer internship
with the head keeper of butterflies at the Detroit
Zoo. It is a conservation project working with
endangered Karner blue butterflies. Afterward
she hopes to find a job as a zookeeper.
Stephanie McCann ’05 will be attending law
school at New York University.
Lindsey McGrath ’05 is returning to her hometown for the summer, balancing six jobs in order to
make enough money to move back to
Philadelphia. She is applying for jobs in the social
work field and plans to go back to school to get a
master’s degree within the next five years.
Ryan McPherson ’05 works for the Ottawa
County Juvenile Court and is a respite care worker
with an autistic child.
Aric Miller ’05 will continue studies at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Melinda (Mindy) Miller ’05 plans to volunteer
with Habitat for Humanity.
Lindsay Morris ’05 has been accepted to Central
Michigan University to get an undergraduate
degree in special education for children with emotional impairments.
Brian Mott ’05 will be attending Wayne State
University School of Medicine in the fall. He plans
to become an internist and maybe a cardiologist.
Jessica Mumford ’05 is auditioning for dance companies in the Michigan area and planning on
graduate school at ASU in about a year.
Elizabeth Murphy ’05 is a case manager for
Recovery Technology in Jackson, Mich.
H. Walter Nelson ’05 will be attending the
University of West Virginia in Morgantown,
W.Va., to pursue a Master of Public Policy degree.
Benjamin Norris ’05 is a group specialist at
Wedgwood Christian Services-PYD in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Anna Olmstead ’05 will pursue a Master of Social
Work degree at Andrews University.
Stephen Osterling ’05 is employed at Crowe
Chizek in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sarah Overacker ’05 is looking for a teaching and
coaching position.
Margaret (Maggie) Parrish ’05 is returning in the
fall to student teach at Wyoming (Mich.) Park
High School.
Kyle Pett ’05 is a network engineer for Optimal
Solutions Inc. in Grandville, Mich.
Luna Phetmisy ’05 is moving to Detroit, Mich.,
and hopes to work with the FIA for Michigan in
Oakland County.
Melissa Pikaart ’05 is an office assistant at Bailey
Financial L.L.C.
Grace Pollert ’05 is an auditor for Hilton in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Cassie Prusinski ’05 will return to Hope to complete teacher certification.
Paul Rabaut ’05 is sales and marketing coordinator for the Detroit Shock at Palace Sports and
Entertainment in Auburn Hills, Mich.
Jasmine L. Rave ’05 is joining Americorps VISTA
and working as the volunteer coordinator for a
nonprofit in Rapid City, S.D.
Alexandria Reed ’05 is on the audit staff at Plante
& Moran in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Rosalinda Roa ’05 is taking a year off before going
to medical school, during which time she plans to
work as a CNA or join the Lutheran Volunteer
Corps.
Emily Robinson ’05 is an aldermanic aide to First
Ward Alderman Manny Flores, City of Chicago.
Maureen K. Rourke ’05 is relocating to Cleveland,
Ohio, for a job with Consolidated Graphics.
Travis Ruch ’05 is pursuing a Ph.D. in biochemistry, cellular and molecular biology at Johns
Hopkins University.
Pannha Sann ’05 is continuing studies at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Kristin Saper ’05 is working at the Rehmann

Group, a CPA firm in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Laurie Scharp ’05 reports that she is moving back
home to the beautiful city of Lincoln, Neb., and
looking for a job in chemistry.
Rachel Schipper ’05 is returning to Hope for
further studies.
Jacob Schrock ’05 began working for Wells Fargo
Financial in South Bend, Ind., this month.
Tonya Schroeder ’05 is a youth intervention counselor at St. Vincent Home for Children in Lansing,
Mich.
Erin Schutter ’05 is seeking an elementary teaching position in the Holland/Zeeland (Mich.) area.
She plans to work toward a master’s degree in the
next couple of years.
Emily Schwartz ’05 will be student teaching in the
fall.
Matthew Schwieger ’05 works at SAIC, a defense
contractor in Washington, D.C. He is a national
security analyst in the nuclear weapons and WMD
analysis division.
Trinity Scurto ’05 is a marketing executive for
Brown Commercial Group in Elk Grove, Ill.
Melissa Sexton ’05 is working as a program director of nature and outdoor education at Camp
Henry in Newaygo, Mich., from May through
December.
Joseph Shaffer ’05 will be studying educational
leadership in graduate school at Grand Valley
State University.
Kyle Shepherd ’05 is a video editor at C2 Media
Productions in Grandville, Mich.
Neil Simons ’05 will be attending graduate school
at the University of Montana.
Rachael Sloop ’05 is joining the Lutheran
Volunteer Corps and moving to Minneapolis,
Minn., to work for the Minnesota Advocates for
Human Rights.
Samantha Smith ’05 is a nurse extern at
Butterworth Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sarah Smith ’05 will begin graduate school in the
fall to pursue a Master of Science in Nursing
degree in the family nurse practitioner specialty.
Kevin Smittie ’05 is continuing studies at Hope.
Nate Sprik ’05 plans to work in Denali National
Park in Alaska during the summer. For the following year, he has an Americorps position
working as a site leader for Habitat for Humanity
in metro Denver.
Erika Stevens ’05 is an administrative assistant at
Shoreline Realtors in Douglas, Mich.
Rebecca Greenland ’05 Stevens is a children’s services case aide for Bethany Christian Services in
Holland, Mich. She will also be doing graduate
study in the School of Social Work at Grand Valley
State University.
Rebecca Stewart ’05 is a nurse at Spectrum Health
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Janelle Swisher ’05 will be working as a resource
teacher at Zeeland (Mich.) Christian School, teaching grades K-8.
Stephanie Szydlowski ’05 will be attending law
school at the University of Miami.
Michael L. Tacchella ’05 will be working as a
financial advisor at New York Life in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Christina M. Thompson ’05 is searching for a job
in the field of elementary education or middle
school science. She reports that she loves Holland
and plans to stay in the area.
Jordon Vande Bunte ’05 will pursue an M.A. in
Near Eastern studies at the University of Arizona.
Teresa VanDenend ’05 is continuing at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Corie VanderVeen ’05 is continuing at Hope to
complete teacher certification.
Tyler VanderVen ’05 plans to finish CPA classes
in the fall.
Matthew VanDerWende ’05 is a marketing associate for Stryker Instruments in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Joshua VanDop ’05 will be studying parasitology
in graduate school at Purdue Univeristy.

Pamela Van Dort ’05 will be attending the George
Washington University Law School this fall.
Laura van Hofwegen ’05 is moving to Iowa City,
Iowa, with her husband, Nathan van Hofwegen
’03, and will take a position as a registered nurse.
Katherine R. VanOss ’05 will be going to medical
school at the Medical College of Wisconsin in
Milwaukee, Wis.
Michael VerWys ’05 plans to study law enforcement at Kalamazoo Valley Community College.
Michelle Walker ’05 is campus visit coordinator
for the Admissions Office at Hope College.
Matt Waterstone ’05 will be attending Western
Theological Seminary in the fall.
Andrew Wells ’05 will be attending graduate
school in mathematics.
Julie Wiant ’05 is coordinator of middle school
ministries at Ridge Point Community Church in
Holland, Mich.
Joshua Wiersma ’05 will attend law school at
Georgetown University Law Center in
Washington, D.C.
Ashley D. Williams ’05 moved to Grand Rapids,
Mich., where she is working at BDO Seidman LLP
as a corporate tax assistant and studying for her
CPA exam.
Ross B. Williams ’05 has an internship in
Philadelphia, Pa., with an accounting firm during
June and July, after which he plans to move to
Cairns “Canes” Australia.
Sophie Williams ’05 will be pursuing a Master of
Divinity degree at Western Theological Seminary.
Samantha Wilson ’05 is continuing studies at
Hope to complete teacher certification.
Timothy Wilson ’05 will be attending Western
Theological Seminary.
Kirsten Winfield ’05 will be working for Gem
World International Inc. in Northbrook, Ill., in
public relations and marketing.
Amelia Wing ’05 will be spending a year in
Seattle, Wash., doing a youth ministry internship
with high schoolers.
Jessica Yokas ’05 is an administrative assistant for
Dance Space Center in New York City.
Travis Young ’05 is manager of Wharf Marina in
Grand Haven, Mich.
Abigail Youngerman ’05 is working at American
Players Theatre in Wisconsin for the summer and
then returning to Hope for one more semester.
Following that, she hopes to attend graduate
school in either theatre design or comparative religions.
Daniel Zomerlei ’05 is taking a year off and then
attending Fuller Theological Seminary in the fall of
2006.
Timothy Zweering ’05 is pursuing a CPA and an
M.A. in accounting at Grand Valley State
University.

Marriages

Marriages

We welcome your news. In fact, we like printing it,
so please keep it coming. Please note, though, that
we don’t publish engagement announcements—
that’s what this “marriages” section is for! Please
write us after your wedding takes place.
Jay Little ’88 and Sandra Danes, July 7, 2004,
Saline, Mich.
Ben Lawrence ’91 and Tracy Piasecki ’92, April
23, 2005, Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Eric A. Lindstrom ’91 and Deanna Newman,
April 2, 2005, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Joe Miklosi ’92 and Jennifer Porter, March 12,
2005, Denver, Colo.
Eric D. Fielding ’93 and Evelyn Lynette Poey,
June 13, 2004, Glendale, Calif.
Seth Parker ’93 and Cheryl Hall, Aug. 9, 2002,
Elkhart, Ind.
Olga Ananina ’96 and Javier Rodriguez, April

17, 2004, Holland, Mich.
Sara DeCair ’96 and Christopher Welch, March
29, 2005, Waterbury, Conn.
John Lawler ’96 and Sarah Stucky, Sept. 5, 2004,
Whitefish, Mont.
Kimberly Kidder ’97 and Bretton Bolt, Nov. 8,
2003, Holland, Mich.
Jodie Grabill ’98 and Shuo-Min Wu, Aug. 6,
2004, Grant, Mich.
Robert Brandt ’99 and Gwen Veldhof ’99, Oct.
16, 2004, Zeeland, Mich.
Christopher Madden ’99 and Gretchen
Oudersluys, Nov. 6, 2004.
Teresa Musselman ’99 and Chris Nelson, Feb.
8, 2005, Riviera Maya, Mexico.
Brian Dryfhout ’00 and Rebecca Murphy, April
9, 2005, Orland Park, Ill.
Sarah Brock ’00 and Kyle Dymond, June 16,
2000, Grand Ledge, Mich.
Kristi Vincent ’00 and Joseph Rosema, July 26,
2003, Holland, Mich.
Kelly Morrison ’01 and Clarence Lee, Dec. 18,
2004, Niles, Mich.
Charlie Kleinheksel ’03 and Abby Timmer ’04,
Dec. 18, 2004, Grandville, Mich.

New Arrivals

New Arrivals

Dyck Van Koevering ’87 and Stephanie Grier
’93 Van Koevering, Donald Pierre, May 3, 2005.
Richelle Krause ’88 Dickerson and Tom
Dickerson, Clair Anne, March 11, 2005.
Arleene O’Neill ’88 Holtzinger and Aric
Holtzinger, Ethan Russell, Jan. 26, 2005.
Wes Wooley ’89 and Nancy Wooley, Connor
Jacob, April 6, 2005.
Arden Balkema ’90 and Kelly Kloostra ’91
Balkema, Poppy Nan, Jan. 17, 2005.
Doug Goeman ’90 and Laura Goeman, Tyler
James, April 8, 2005.
Jennifer Haskin Will ’90 and Jerry Haskin Will,
Colin Michael Will, March 2, 2005.
Chris Norton ’90 and Maureen Norton,
Margaret (Maggie) Grace, April 18, 2005.
Bruce Snoap ’90 and Laura Beth Bauman ’95
Snoap, Ian Chamberlin, July 10, 2004.
Nancy Boland ’91 Anderson and Phil
Anderson, Kathryn Elizabeth, Nov. 19, 2004.
Cort Langeland ’91 and Wendy Kaper ’94
Langeland, Grace Reagan, Jan. 31, 2005.
Brian Keisling ’92 and Jill Eenigenburg ’92
Keisling, Erik Brian, April 1, 2005.
Jason LePage ’92 and Allison LePage, Hollis
Leigh, March 23, 2005.
John C. Lillie III ’92 and Shelley Lillie, Danielle,
Dec. 24, 2004.
Deborah Vashaw ’92 Sleeman and Matt
Sleeman, Carly Lynnea, Jan. 7, 2005.
Annica Euvrard ’92 Waalkes and Philip
Waalkes ’92, Oscar Philip, March 31, 2005.
Karri Evers ’93 Bannach and Kevin Bannach,
Aden William, March 31, 2005.
Seth Parker ’93 and Cheryl Hall-Parker, Natalie
Irene, Sept. 12, 2004.
Kathryn Kerous ’93 Voss and David Voss, Julia
Michelle, Jan. 26, 2005.
Thomas Cotts ’94 and Stephanie Morrow ’95
Cotts, Sophia Grace, Sept. 14, 2004.
Chad Latsch ’94 and Amy Latsch, Grace Lynn,
Jan. 16, 2005.
Darin Corcoran ’95 and Heather Hilbelink ’95
Corcoran, Caden Riley, March 15, 2005.
Meridith Hudson ’95 Osborne and Jim
Osborne, Ryan James, March 5, 2005.
Amy Antrim ’95 McCurry and Michael
McCurry, Abigail Faith, Dec. 26, 2004.
Amy Seibert ’96 Bergethon and Bryce
Bergethon ’96, Mia Camden, Oct. 16, 2004.
Erick Chittle ’96 and Kimberly Shull ’98 Chittle,
Mary Kimberly, Oct. 17, 2004.
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Jennifer Hoeksema ’96 Cliff and Erik Cliff,
Ryder David, April 1, 2005.
Heather Prough ’96 Edwards and Steve
Edwards, Lauren Ann, March 31, 2005.
Bradley Feenstra ’96 and Sarah Vandersteen ’98
Feenstra, Clara Grace, March 1, 2005.
Holli Tigchon ’96 Overbeek and Steve
Overbeek, Travis Mark, May 7, 2005.
Anna Lull ’97 Arendsen and Ron Arendsen,
Samarah Marie, Feb. 25, 2005.
Tammy Bouwens ’97 Ashby and Andy Ashby,
Jesalyn Grace, March 10, 2005.
Kimberly Kidder ’97 Bolt and Bretton Bolt,
Braydon Allen, Dec. 10, 2004.
Anya Gurski ’97 Byam and Jeff Byam ’97,
Tatiana Rina, Feb. 17, 2005.
Christopher DeYoung ’97 and Arlene Torrence
’98 DeYoung, Natalie Joy, April 7, 2005.
Jeff Holwerda ’97 and Kathy Holwerda, Kate
Elizabeth, Feb. 26, 2005.
Russ Karsten ’97 and Leslie Karsten, Emily
Anne, Nov. 22, 2004.
Jonathan Brockmeier ’98 and Rebecca deVelder
’99 Brockmeier, Thomas Richard (age nine),
Tabitha Anne (age eight), Theodore Richard (age
five) and Tristan Richard (age three); adopted
March 11, 2005.
Sarah Stielstra ’98 Groenheide and Tim
Groenheide, Kate Elizabeth, March 11, 2005.
Carrie Waterloo ’98 Krause and Ken Krause,
Valerie Grace, Nov. 21, 2004.
Michael Brya ’99 and Sarah Brya, Gabriella K,
April 3, 2005.
Dean Esteves ’99 and Kelli Draeger ’99 Esteves,
Ava Joy, March 21, 2005.
Andy Frushour ’99 and Emily Frushour,
Abigail Grace, May 3, 2005.
Heather Huizing ’99 Kirkpatrick and Earl
Kirkpatrick, Owen Francis, March 6, 2005.
Emily Ratering-Youngberg ’99 and Matt
Ratering-Youngberg
’99,
Beck
Holland
Youngberg, Feb. 10, 2005.
Carrie Gilligan ’00 Leonard and Benjamin
Leonard, Taylor Anne, Jan. 18, 2005.
Eric Nicols ’00 and Kylee Hall ’01 Nicols, Sadie
Mae, March 23, 2005.
David Phelps ’00 and Cheri Cecil ’02 Phelps,
Rock Patterson, Nov. 30, 2004.
Angela Van Erp ’01 Guza and Christopher
Guza, Abigail Laura, Nov. 20, 2004.
Shari Lewis ’02 Brown and Kyle Brown, Jillian
Jenae, Sept. 3, 2004.

Advanced Degrees

Advanced Degrees

Stephen W. Van Dop ’79, Doctor of Ministry
degree in the area of evangelism, Asbury
Seminary, May 2004.
James O’Neal ’92, Master of Science in computer information systems, Grand Valley State
University, April 2005.
Eric D. Fielding ’93, Ph.D. in clinical psychology, Fuller Theological Seminary, September 2004.
Olga Ananina ’96, MBA, University of
Michigan 2003.
Colin Connaire ’96, J.D., Wayne State
University School of Law, 2002.
Kevin Dahlman ’96, M.D., University of
Wisconsin Medical School, May 2005.
Bill McGovern ’96, Ph.D. in analytical chemistry, The Ohio State University, April 2005.
Anna Lull ’97 Arendsen, Master of Education
degree with an emphasis in middle and high
school, Grand Valley State University, December
2004.
Anne Bartuszevige ’97, Ph.D. in botany, Miami
University, December 2004.
Miriam Garcellano ’98, Doctor of Osteopathy
(DO) degree, Michigan State University College of
Osteopathic Medicine, May 2005.
Sarah Stielstra ’98 Groenheide, master’s degree
in early childhood education, Grand Valley State
University, December 2004.
Pete Houlihan ’98, Master of Management,
summa cum laude, Aquinas College School of
Management, May 7, 2005.
Gwen Veldhof ’99 Brandt, M.D., Michigan
State University College of Human Medicine,
2003.
Robert Brandt ’99, M.D., Wayne State
University Medical School, June 2005.
Michael Brya ’99, master’s degree in kinesiology (coaching), Michigan State University.
Nicole Dennis ’99, M.D., Indiana University
School of Medicine, 2005.
Michelle S. Ouellette ’99, Ph.D. in astrophysics,
Michigan State University, April 11, 2005.
Kristi Vincent ’00 Rosema, master’s degree in
communications, Grand Valley State University,
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December 2004.
Jessica S. Davis ’01, master’s degree in education with dual certification in elementary and
special education, DePaul University, June 2005.
Kelly Gormly ’01, Master of Social Work
degree, Simmons College, May 2005.
Christina T. Stavros ’01, Master of Divinity
degree, Regent College, 2005.
Gavin Deming ’04, master’s degree in social
work, University of Pennsylvania, April 2005.
Joanna Wiens ’04 Deming, master’s degree in
social work, University of Pennsylvania, April
2005.

Deaths

Deaths

Mary Bolema ’41 Boot of Spring Lake, Mich.,
died on Saturday, March 12, 2005. She was 85.
She was a member of Spring Lake Christian
Reformed Church, where she was a former organist, music director and library assistant.
She enjoyed reading, music and sermons on
Moody Radio, and visiting with the sick and shutins.
Survivors include her husband, E. Wilbur (Bill)
Boot ’41; her daughters, Judy (Doug) VanderMeer
of Grand Rapids, Mich., and Deb (Mike) Wilde of
Grand Haven, Mich.; her sons, Joel (Karen) Boot of
Jenison, Mich., Dan (Carol) Boot of Grand Rapids,
and Dave (Stacey) Boot of Anchorage, Alaska; 17
grandchildren; several great-grandchildren; a
sister, Gertrude; a brother, David, of Florida; and
several nieces and nephews.
Wendy Prather ’73 Campbell of Traverse City,
Mich., died on Wednesday, March 23, 2005. She
was 54.
After working in quality control at Haworth
Inc. in Holland, Mich., she moved to California,
where she worked for more than 15 years at Triad
Community Services’ Santa Cruz County
Methadone Clinic. She progressed from office
manager to the clinic’s executive director. One
and one-half years ago she moved to Traverse
City.
While in Santa Cruz, she had been a member of
St. Stephens Lutheran Church.
She was preceded in death by her father, Perry
E. Prather.
Survivors include her daughter, Amy A.
Campbell, a senior at Traverse City West Senior
High School; her mother, E. Ann Hennig Prather
of Traverse City; her brother, Douglas R. Prather
of Ann Arbor, Mich.; her sister, Ann Prather (John)
Bisese of Chattanooga, Tenn.; her former husband,
Ken Campbell, of Tucson, Ariz.; and one niece,
three nephews and seven cousins.

She is survived by her children, Eric (Kathy)
Iden, Gary (Susan) Bergstrom, and Cheryl (Al)
Funston; and five grandchildren.
Sally Schrier ’53 Japinga of Lakeland, Fla.,
died on Tuesday, April 5, 2005. She was 74.
She had been a homemaker and a former
employee of Maas Brothers/Burdines Department
Store.
She was an officer and member of the PEO sisterhood for more than 50 years, a member and
past president of the Imperial Symphony
Orchestra Guild in Lakeland, and a member of
First United Methodist Church.
Survivors include her husband of 55 years,
Robert M. Japinga ’51; children, Richard Japinga of
Bridgewater, N.J., William Japinga of Ardsley,
N.Y., and Katherine Whiteman of Simi Valley,
Calif.; and three grandsons.
Shirley Martin ’49 Jermyn of Plymouth,
Mass., died on Tuesday, April 26, 2005. She was
77.
She had worked for many years for the Court
Street Insurance Agency in Plymouth, retiring in
1994.
She was preceded in death by one child, Lynn
A. Jermyn.
Survivors include three children, Lee Jermyn
of Boston, Mass., Claire Testa of Quincy, Mass.,
and Joy Flowers of Hingham, Mass.; two grandchildren; and one great-grandson.
Word has been received of the death of Jerry L.
Johnson ’77 of Hartford, S.D., who died on
Wednesday, May 18, 2005. More information will
appear in the next issue.
Leonard W. Kaslander ’38 of Alma, Mich.,
died on Sunday, May 8, 2005. He was 90.
He was a veteran of World War II who served
in the 5th Army Division headquarters.
He first taught in Shepherd, Mich., and later at
Alma (Mich.) High School for many years, where
he served as the principal from 1963 to 1974.
He served on the Alma Library Board from
1957 to 2004, and on the Regional Commission for
the Aging from 1988 to 2000. He was active in the

First Presbyterian Church and was a former
member of the Alma Lions Club.
He was preceded in death by a son-in-law,
Doug Omness, in 1981 and a sister, Hazel Janssen,
in 1993.
Survivors include his wife of 63 years, Eunice;
one son, Lee (Beverley Franks) Kaslander of
Seattle, Wash.; one daughter, Kristine Omness of
Lowell, Mich.; three grandchildren; one greatgranddaughter; a brother, John (Nellie) Kaslander
of Zeeland, Mich.; a brother-in-law, Jay Janssen of
Zeeland; and many nieces and nephews and their
children and grandchildren.
Linda Swinyard ’74 Morehouse of Bowie,
Md., died on Friday, April 15, 2005, of complications and chronic escalating rejection following a
single lung transplant in 1998. She was 53.
She had taught music in private and public
schools in Maryland, and served as director of
music for three churches in Maryland:
Eastminster Presbyterian in Hyattsville, Holy
Cross Lutheran in Greenbelt, and Grace
Presbyterian in Lanham.
Survivors include her husband, James R.
Morehouse ’74; her children, Aimee Morehouse
’01 Lee of Killeen, Texas, and Adam Christian
Morehouse; sister, Nancy A. Swinyard ’77 of
Bethesda,
Md.;
mother-in-law,
Eleanor
Schoonmaker ’43 Morehouse of Whiting, N.J.; and
brother-in-law, John T. Morehouse ’76 of Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Beth Ann Nykamp ’84 of Charlotte, N.C., died
on Thursday, March 17, 2005. She was 42.
She had been a teacher at the International
School in Bangkok for the past seven years. Prior
to that she taught at Caledonia (Mich.) High
School for five years.
Survivors include her parents, Robert ’55 and
Erma Nykamp of Holland, Mich.; brothers, Randy
Nykamp of Greenville, Ala., and Ross ’80 (Cyndi)
Nykamp of Holland; five nephews; one niece; two
grand nephews; and one grand niece.
Gary V. Pepe ’93 of Allegan, Mich., died on
Tuesday, May 3, 2005. He was 55.
He had been employed as a social worker with

Mary A. Foerster ’88 of Yuma, Ariz., died on
Sunday, April 17, 2005, following a long battle
with lung disease and osteoporosis. She was 40.
She was a special education teacher, working
with disabled and handicapped children.
She was preceded in death by her father,
Richard, and a sister, Kathleen.
Survivors include her mother, Gussie; her
sisters, Jeanne of Cedar City, Utah, and Judy
(Kurt) Harrison; her brother, Marty (Felicia) of
McCordsville, Ind.; and three nieces and one
nephew.
Word has been received of the death of Heath
T. Goodwin ’39 of Chelsea, Mich., who died on
Tuesday, May 31, 2005. More information will
appear in the next issue.
George Heneveld Jr. ’41 of Enterprise, Ala.,
died on Friday, April 1, 2005. He was 85.
He was a World War II veteran who served in
the U.S. Army Air Corps.
He practiced veterinary medicine in Michigan,
Kansas, Connecticut and Ohio, and had been on
the faculty of Kansas State University.
He was preceded in death by his wife,
Dorothy.
Survivors include his children, George (Peggy)
Heneveld of Enterprise, Ellen (Scott) Hallsted of
San Francisco, Calif., and Craig (Beverly)
Heneveld of Tampa, Fla.; nine grandchildren; and
five great-grandchildren.
Jacquelyn D. Erickson ’89 Iden of Sacramento,
Calif., died on Thursday, April 21, 2005. She was
73.
She resided in West Olive, Mich., for more than
30 years, during which time she started the
Holland Kennel Club, owned Berghafen Kennels
and taught elementary school. She moved to
Sacramento in 1996.
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Allegan County Mental Health, and previously
with Child and Family Services of Western
Michigan.
He was a member and past president of the
Alliance for Cultural and Ethnic Harmony of
Holland, Mich.
Survivors include his mother, Alice Pepe of
Point Pleasant Beach, N.J.; his brother, Jim Pepe of
Point Pleasant Beach; his sister, Christine (Paul)
Valestin of Hazlet, N.J.; and former wife, Ginny
Pepe Cooper of Fennville, Mich.
Althea M. Raffenaud ’40 of Holland, Mich.,
died on Tuesday, April 19, 2005. She was 87.
She had worked for The Jeanne Shop, eventu-

ally started The Althea Shop in downtown
Holland, and later became an accountant for First
National Bank, retiring in 1972.
She was a member of First United Methodist
Church, the Junior League and the Glee Club, and
had been a volunteer for the Hope College Alumni
Association.
She is survived by nieces, including Mary L.
Delene ’77, nephews, great nieces, and great
nephews.
Alice Henrietta Oudemool ’29 Rodstrom of
Hendersonville, N.C., died on Friday, March 11,
2005. She was 97.
In 1934 she worked as a missionary nurse at the

A Hope education is...

Bahrain Mission Hospital, where she cared for
Arab women. She was the second nurse to arrive
at the mission. She met her husband in the Middle
East, and three of their four children were born
there. The family returned to the United States in
1949.
She traveled extensively and enjoyed reading,
knitting and crafts.
She was a member of the First Presbyterian
Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Charles “Rod” Rodstrom; a daughter, Muriel; a
sister, Marguerite Oudemool ’33 Lauwenaar; and a
brother, Arthur Oudemool ’30.
Survivors include two sons, Charles (Brenda)

A WORK OF ART!

Rodstrom of New York City and Robert (Fran)
Rodstrom of Mount Vernon, Ohio; a daughter,
Betty (Claude) Ranger of Norfolk, Va.; six grandchildren, including R. Andrew Rodstrom ’99 of
Costa Rica and John Rodstrom ’06; and two greatgrandsons.
Word has been received of the death of Warren
J. St. John ’46 of Holland, Mich., who died on
Saturday, May 21, 2005. More information will
appear in the next issue.
Marjorie Moody ’38 Schaubel of Grand
Rapids, Mich., died on Saturday, May 7, 2005. She
was 88.
She had been active in the Kent County Medical
Auxiliary and other charitable organizations.
She and a friend had owned and managed an
antique store in Lake Leelanau, Mich., for many
years. She was also an avid reader, worldwide
traveler, knitter and participant in many sports.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Howard J. Schaubel ’38, and a daughter, Gayla.
Survivors include her daughters, Candice
(James Rummel), Taylor (Barry May) and Wendy
(Phil Noder); and three grandsons, Joshua and
Daniel Timmons, and Zachary Dickinson.
Word has been received of the death of
Marilyn Scudder ’60, who died on Monday, May
16, 2005, in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. More information will appear in the next issue.
Harriet Lemkuil ’40 Vandenberg of Pella,
Iowa, died on Thursday, March 3, 2005. She was
86.
Survivors include her six daughters: Margaret
Heiker of Davenport, Iowa; Patricia Klein of Pella;
Barbara Van Dyke of Newton, Iowa; Sandra
Vandenberg of Des Moines, Iowa; Kristin Van
Maanen of Pella; and Janice Yamahaka of Ashiya,
Japan.

Energy, enthusiasm, vitality, excitement, accomplishment—a
few of the words that come to mind after spending time with
Jessica Mumford, a Hope College senior from Kalamazoo, MI.
The dance/psychology double major will be auditioning with
two professional dance companies upon her graduation this
spring. Her future plans include the possibility of graduate
school in Arizona State University’s dance program in
Interdisciplinary Digital Media Performance.

Harold J. Ver Steeg ’36 of Golden Valley,
Minn., died on Sunday, March 20, 2005. He was
90.
He had served as a teacher, principal and director of elementary education in the Hopkins School
District.
He was preceded in death by his wife of 66
years, Vera.
Survivors include his sons, James (Barbara) of
Colorado Springs, Colo., and Bruce (Joan) of
Fergus Falls, Minn.; his daughter, Bonnie
(Michael) Halcomb of Milwaukee, Wis.; six grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; her sister,
Nelvina Thomas; and two brothers, Clarence and
Wilbur Ver Steeg.

Jessica Mumford ’05

Jessica attributes much of her success to the liberal arts program at Hope that has
allowed her to mix academics with the arts and the tremendously supportive
faculty in both dance and psychology departments. She cites professors who have
been willing to let her explore her talents and creative ideas even when the
outcome was uncertain. As a result of her experience in dance competitions,
Jessica states, “I’ve come to realize that Hope’s quality level is way above that of
other colleges and I’ve seen how truly amazing the people here are.”
As a scholarship recipient, Jessica has known the support of a network of people
committed to helping her get the most out of her Hope education.

Every gift to the Hope Fund makes
a difference for Hope Students!

616-395-7775
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Lester F. Wolterink ’36 of Traverse City, Mich.,
died on Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2005. He was 89.
He taught and conducted research in the physiology department at Michigan State University
for his entire career, interrupted by leaves-ofabsence to work at the AEC Argonne Laboratories
in Chicago, Ill., in 1948 and at NASA’s Ames
Research Center in Mountain View, Calif., from
1963 to 1966.
He was a founding member of Edgewood
United Church in East Lansing, Mich.
He was preceded in death by his wife of 63
years, Lillian “Pat,” in 2001.
Survivors include two sons, Chuck of Traverse
City, and Tim of Roswell, Ga., and their wives;
four grandchildren; and a nephew, Thomas ’63
(Sandra) Wolterink, and his children, Scott ’88
(Heather Northuis ’88) Wolterink and Lisa
Wolterink ’90 (David Dunneback).

Sympathy To

Sympathy to

The family of Leona Nykerk of Holland,
Mich., who died on Tuesday, April 5, 2005. She
was 80.
She had worked as a dietitian at Henry Ford
Hospital in Detroit, Mich., and later worked at
Hope’s Van Zoeren Library for 20 years. She was
a member of First Reformed Church.
She was preceded in death by an infant son,
Thomas, in 1965.
Survivors include her husband of 55 years,
Harry; her children, Carol Nykerk ’76 of Portland,
Ore., and Jean (Scott) Hamberg, William (Renee)
Nykerk, and James (Rachel) Nykerk, all of
Holland; nine grandchildren; brothers, Howard
(Jean) Millard of Zeeland, Mich., and Wayne
(Junta) Millard of Bellingham, Wash.; sisters-inlaw, Luella Van Lente and Doris Nykerk, both of
Holland; and several nieces and nephews.
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Graduation ’05

A call to greatness
As the members of the

Class of 2005 marked the
end of their days as
undergraduates,
Commencement speaker
Paul Boersma ’82 called
them to greatness.

The college’s 140th Commencement ceremony was held on Sunday, May 8, at
Holland Municipal Stadium, with approximately 5,500 attending. More than 670 Hope
seniors, a record number, participated. The
class included graduates from throughout
the United States and from foreign nations
including Bulgaria, France, Germany, India,
Japan, Kazakhstan, Liberia, Oman, Pakistan,
Tajikistan and Romania.
Recalling Tom Brokaw’s book The
Greatest Generation, Rev. Boersma, who is
the Leonard and Marjorie Maas Endowed
Senior Chaplain at Hope, challenged the
graduates to earn greatness for their generation by meeting the needs of their era. He
titled his address “From Generation to
Generation.”
“Brokaw, the anchor for ‘NBC Nightly
News’ from 1983 to 2004, makes a strong
case for the World War II generation as
being the greatest generation any society
has ever produced,” Rev. Boersma said.
“However, his statement prodded me to
start thinking deeply on this: ‘What does it
take to make a generation great?,’ ” he said.
“And even more specific and relevant to
you, the Class of 2005—what would it take
to make your generation, all 80 million-plus
of you, to be great?”
Rev. Boersma recited Matthew 5:3-19, in
which Jesus affirms the meek, the merciful,
the pure in heart and the peacemakers, and
calls those who believe to live their lives
accordingly, noting that they “will be called
great in the kingdom of heaven.”
“Did you catch it? Did you hear some of
the Kingdom criteria for greatness?,” Rev.
Boersma asked. “Blessed are the poor in

spirit, that is to say the humble among us.
Blessed are the merciful or anyone who
picks up a towel and basin instead of anger
and violence. Blessed are the peacemakers—the ones who are willing to embrace
someone with whom they disagree rather
than to oppress the same one. Blessed are
the pure in heart, who dole out grace and
forgiveness as if it were free.”
“You get the point, that’s what it means
to be great,” he said. “Greatness is not
defined by the number of commas in your
salary. Greatness is not defined by the title
next to your name or the number of people
under you, or the number of awards you’ve
received. Jesus defines greatness as when
you do the commands of God and teach
them to others. He is emphasizing that
teaching follows doing. If you are going to
teach others about the gospel of Jesus
Christ, it is crucial that you show them the
gospel of Jesus first.”
He reviewed ways he had seen Hope’s
students and young graduates living such
greatness—through charitable efforts like
the student-run “Dance Marathon,”
through staying after campus worship services to pray for others in need, and
through careers devoted to living and
working among the poor.
He outlined a variety of the needs that
will face the graduates as they move
beyond campus—such as the millions
affected by the pandemic of AIDS and HIV
in Africa; the millions of orphaned girls in
China; the millions in America, a large
number of them teens, who suffer from
depression; and the millions who, mired in
poverty, die of starvation each year.
“Hope College Class of 2005, our world
desperately needs a generation of people
to live out the commands of God in such a
way that it will change it for the good,”
Rev. Boersma said. “Could your generation be the generation that some day others
will look at and say without hesitation,
‘That was a great generation’? Not
because you made a lot of money, not
because you produced more things, but
because of the way you lived.”

A lighthearted moment following Baccalaureate.
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Recalling the book The Greatest Generation, Commencement speaker the Rev. Paul
Boersma ’82 challenged the members of the Class of 2005 to respond to the
challenges of their era in a way that will earn their generation similar regard.
Earlier in the day, the Baccalaureate
sermon was delivered by the Rev. David Bast
’73 of Grand Rapids, who is broadcast minister and president of Words of Hope.
Rev. Bast based his sermon, titled “Living
Constructively,” on the last sentence of 1
Corinthians 8:1, in which the Apostle Paul
wrote, “Knowledge puffs up, but love builds
up.” He called on the graduates to guide
their lives with love, noting that knowledge
alone is not enough.
“Knowledge. It’s a great thing, but not an
entirely unmixed blessing. If the history of
the 20th century has proved anything, it’s
proved the truth that knowledge is a twoedged sword,” he said.
“The scientific knowledge that has
lengthened our lives and has given them a
level of comfort and luxury that would have
been the envy of royalty just a century ago
has at the same time produced ever more
efficient killing machines. The wonderful
digital technology that enables you to
correct all those typing errors so quickly or
to download Mozart to your iPods,” Rev.
Bast said, “that same technology is what
enables child pornography to flourish and
spread everywhere.”
Rev. Bast echoed Paul’s statement about
knowledge with some well-known proverbs:
“Let sleeping dogs lie,” “Curiosity killed the
cat,” and “Leave well enough alone.”
At the same time, he emphasized that he
was not denigrating knowledge itself.
“No, it is unconstrained knowledge that
we’re warned against,” Rev. Bast said.
“When knowledge is pursued without limits,
when knowledge of ourselves and our world

is divorced from knowledge of God, and—
supremely—when knowledge is separated
from love, that’s when it turns bad, when it
turns dark, when it turns dangerous.”
Conversely, Rev. Bast said, love builds.
He noted that Paul compares the church to a
structure to which all contribute.
“Love builds up the body; it also builds
up the individuals who are the living stones
that constitute the body,” Rev. Bast said.
To live in love, Rev. Bast said, is to have
unconditional, selfless regard for others.
He cited a story about the fourth-century
bishop Martin of Tours, who as a young
Roman soldier had cut his cloak in two and
given half to a shivering beggar. Later
Martin dreamed of seeing Jesus wearing
such a garment in heaven. When an angel
asked him why, Bast said, Jesus replied,
“Because my friend Martin gave it to me.”
“Loving God with heart, soul, mind and
strength; loving neighbor as we love ourselves; loving God by loving neighbor—that
is to live constructively,” Rev. Bast said.
How constructively the graduates live, he
said, will determine their real final grade.
“Today you graduate from college, and I
congratulate you,” Rev. Bast said. “But you
have not yet taken your final exam.”
“One day your life—and mine—will be
tested, finally and forever,” he said. “It’s
going to be an open-book exam with just
one question. Not ‘How much did you
make?’ Not ‘How much did you know?’
Not, ‘How much did you publish?’ Not
‘How much did you own?’ Not even ‘How
much did you accomplish?’ Just this—‘How
much did you love?’”
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